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PC Mourns Loss of Brother Kevin
by

Devin Murphy ’10
News Editor

The Providence College community suf
fered the loss of Brother Kevin Francis
O’Connell, O.P., moderator of Friars Club
on Tuesday, Nov. 4. O’Connell died at age
72 at Rhode Island Hospital
CAMPUS after a long illness. He had
NEWS been hospitalized since Oct.
6 of this year.
“He died a very peaceful death which is all
that we could have asked for,” said Helene
Hosinski ’09, president of Friars Club.
O’Connell came to the College in
1975 after he was assigned to the St.
Thomas Aquinas Priory. In 1976 he
started working in the Office of
Admissions and was promoted to assis
tant director in 1977. In 1988 he became
the associate director. O’Connell also
worked as a hall director for 19 years.
A PC alumnus, who knew O’Connell
from from working with him when
O’Connell was a hall director, sent
Friars Club a letter yesterday expressing
his condolences.
“A lot of people who will be coming
back [for O’Connell’s funeral] were his
RAs,” said Hosinski.
O’Connell was heavily involved on
campus. He served as moderator of
Friars Club from 1990 until the time of
his death.
“He was such a strong guiding presence for
everything we did as a club,” said Hosinski.
Students remember him as not afraid to
speak his mind.
“He was a little gruff at times but only
affectionately so. . .and with a sense of
humor,” said Hosinski.

PC ARCHIVES AND SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

Brother Kevin Francis O’Connell, O.P., passed away on Nov. 4 at the age of 72. He served as moderator of the Friars Club
since 1990 and had been an active member of the Providence College community since 1975.
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Students Make Statement With Mural
Rick Kurker ’09
Asst. News Editor

by

Six Providence College students, inspired
by tape art seen in their Drawing I and
Drawing II classes, decided to make their
own public tape art mural to represent cur
rent issues in light of the
STUDENT recent presidential election.
ART Now, under the direction of
Lynn Curtis, assistant pro
fessor in the Department of Art and Art
History, these students are making their own
mark on Providence College’s campus by
taping their mural on the outer wall of Slavin
Center near Concannon Fitness Center.
The six students who came together for
the project are Ray Hall ’10, Kate Laberge
’10, Lauren Mclsaac ’09, Katrina Reardon
’10, Kylie Waltz ’ll, and Marisa Woods ’ll.
Students cited the tape art of Rhode Island
School of Design (RISD) alumnus Michael
Townsend as their initial inspiration for the
project. After seeing Townsend’s work about
two months ago, they decided to attempt
their own mural.
“After we saw the tape art, we wanted to
do it ourselves,” said Reardon.
Curtis described the tape art as “a form
of line drawing.”

MATT LONGOBARDI ' 10/The Cowl

The tape mural on a Slavin Center wall.
According to Reardon, the students each
made their own sketches and then came
together to make an overall initial sketch.
They then did a mock-up, working on and off
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for several weeks. The mock-up was about
eight feet tall and 15 feet wide, and students
worked on it on the vertical surface of the
drawing room wall. Finally, on Saturday,
Nov. 1, they began the full-sized version.
“This was entirely a student-generated
idea,” said Curtis, who oversaw the project.
According to Curtis, when the mock-up
was completed, it was photographed, and
then transparencies were made of the
image. On Saturday night, an overhead
projector from Harkins Hall was used to
project the image onto the wall, and the
students outlined their piece using chalk.
Laberge said that all of the students met
to work on the preliminary chalk drawing.
“It looked beautiful on the wall at
night,” said Curtis.
On Sunday, Nov. 2, the students began
to add the tape to their mural, beginning at
9:00 a.m. and working until dark.
The students indicated that their desire
was to raise awareness of important current
issues, inspiring people to question truth
and what it really is for each individual.
“When we look at everything we think
we know about, what do we really
know?” said Hall.
The mural consists of a tree on the
MURAL/Page 6

Victim of
Abuse Speaks
at Domestic
Violence Vigil
by

Kylie Lacey ’ll
News Staff

The Department of Sociology and
Women’s Will brought a special guest,
Officer Tori Heaton of the Cranston
Police Department, to share her story of
domestic violence on
CAMPUS Monday, Oct. 27 in
NEWS Feinstein 400.
Whitney
Henderson
’09, president of Women’s Will,
explained the reason for bringing
Heaton to Providence College.
“October is Domestic Violence
Month,” said Henderson. “Everyone has
the idea that domestic violence happens
to other people, and that’s not true. It’s
everywhere. Tori [Heaton] shows that
the person who seems the least vulnera
ble, a police officer, can be abused.”
Another member of Women’s Will,
Kelly Sheehan ’ll, thought the perspec
tive from a police officer was interesting.
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Obama Wins Presidency
by

Democrats also prevailed in House of
Representatives, Senate, and gubernatorial
races yesterday. They managed to expand
their majority in both houses of Congress
and won seven of the 10 races for governor
throughout the country.
In Rhode Island, Democratic Senator
Jack F. Reed cruised to a third term in the
U.S. Senate, taking 73.4 percent of the
vote to two-time Republican challenger
Robert Tingle’s 26.6 percent. U.S.
Representatives Patrick J. Kennedy and
James R. Langevin, both Democrats, also
retained their seats in Washington, easily
outstripping their Republican challengers.

Mary Kate Nevin ’09
World Editor

United States
IF THERE IS ANYONE OUT THERE WHO

still doubts that America is a place
where all things are possible, who still
wonders if the dream of our founders is
alive in our time, who still questions the
power of our democracy, tonight is your
answer . . . It’s been a long time coming,
but tonight, because of what we did on this
day, in this election, at this defining
moment, change has come to America.”
So began the victory speech of Barack
Hussein Obama, who swept away the last
racial barrier in politics as the country
chose him to be the 44th president of the
United States.
After the longest presidential campaign
in history, Americans finally took to the
polls on Tuesday, Nov. 6, and elected
Obama of Illinois and his running mate,
Joe Biden of Delaware, to the highest
offices in the country.
“The road ahead will be long. Our climb
will be steep,” Obama said to a cheering
crowd of 125,000 at Grant Park in Chicago.
“We may not get there in one year or even
in one term, but America—I have never
been more hopeful than I am tonight that
we will get there. I promise you—we as a
people will get there.”

"--------------------------

It’s been a long time
coming, but tonight,
because of what we did
on this day, in this
election, at this defining
moment, change has
come to America.
Barack Obama,
in his victory speech
Obama, a first-term senator, defeated the
Republican ticket of Sen. John McCain
(Ariz.) and Gov. Sarah Palin (Alaska) by a
margin of 51.3 percent to 47.5 percent of
the popular vote, according to The
Associated Press. The Electoral College,
which determines the winner of the presidency, was not nearly as close, with Obama

"--------------------------

We have come to the
end of a long journey.
The American people
have spoken, and they
have spoken clearly.
John McCain,
in his concession speech
-------------------------------------- ,,

BBC
President-elect Barack Obama—with wife, Michelle, and daughters, seven-year-old
Sasha and 10-year-old Malia—greets jubilant crowds of supporters at a victory
rally in his home town of Chicago.

having 349 electoral votes to McCain’s 163
as of this writing.
He will be sworn in at noon on Jan. 20,
2009, two weeks after the Electoral College
votes are certified by the Senate president.
McCain conceded defeat to Obama in a
strikingly gracious speech in Phoenix, Ariz.,
urging his supporters to unite behind the pres
ident-elect and pledging to work together
with Obama to face the nation’s challenges.
“My friends, we have—we have come
to the end of a long journey. The American
people have spoken, and they have spoken
clearly,” said McCain.
“I urge all Americans who supported me
to join me in not just congratulating him,
but offering our next president our good
will and earnest effort to find ways to
come together to find the necessary com
promises to bridge our differences and
help restore our prosperity, defend our
security in a dangerous world, and leave
our children and grandchildren a stronger,
better country than we inherited.

“Whatever our differences, we are fel
low Americans. And please believe me
when I say no association has ever meant
more to me than that.”
Obama praised the senator’s efforts in
the campaign, and spoke with respect of
his accomplishments. He too expressed
his dedication to healing the partisan
divide and working with McCain.
“He fought long and hard in this cam
paign, and he’s fought even longer and
harder for the country he loves,” said
Obama. “He has endured sacrifices for
America that most of us cannot begin to
imagine. We are better off for the service
rendered by this brave and selfless leader
... I look forward to working with [him
and Governor Palin] to renew this nation’s
promise in the months ahead.”
President Bush also called Obama to con
gratulate him on winning the presidency.
“What an awesome night for you, your
family, and your supporters,” the two-term
Republican commander-in-chief told him.

Especially notable in other election
news was California’s decision on samesex marriage. Voters chose to pass
Proposition 8, amending the state’s consti
tution to recognize “only marriage
between a man and a woman.”
More than $74 million was spent by
both advocates and opponents of the ballot
measure, breaking national records for
campaigning on a social policy initiative.
The fate of the estimated 18,000 same-sex
marriages performed in the state is unclear.
The day after the elections brought no
rest for President-elect Obama. On
Wednesday, Nov. 5, he started to form his
administration, selecting a transition team
to help him make good on his promises to
reform the nation when he takes office. For
now, though, Obama has triumphed—over
presumptions, over doubts, and over
fear—with a message of hope and unity.
“This is our time—to put our people back
to work and open doors of opportunity for
our kids; to restore prosperity and promote
the cause of peace; to reclaim the American
dream and reaffirm that fundamental truth,”
said Obama. “That out of many, we are one;
that while we breathe, we hope, and where
we are met with cynicism and doubt, and
those who tell us that we can’t, we will
respond with that timeless creed that sums
up the spirit of a people: Yes, we can.”

The World Reacts

270toWin.com

The Electoral College, rather than a direct popular vote, determines the winner of the presidency in the United States. The
College contains 538 electors, of which each state holds a number equal to its number of Senators and Representatives in
Congress. As of Wednesday, Nov. 5, most major news agencies projected Democrat Barack Obama to hold 349 electoral
votes—well over the 270 needed for a majority—and Republican John McCain to hold 163. The allocation of North
Carolina’s and Missouri’s electoral votes is yet to be determined.

“Your victory has demonstrated that no per
son anywhere in the world should not dare
to dream of wanting to change the world for
a better place.” -Nelson Mandela, Former
President of South Africa
“Your extraordinary journey to the White
House will inspire people not only in your
country but also around the world.” -Man
mohan Singh, President of India
“In this case hope has won over preju
dice—this is good for the United States
and the world as a whole.” -Celso
Amorim, Foreign Minister of Brazil
“At a time when we must face huge chal
lenges together, your election has raised
enormous hope in France, in Europe, and
beyond.” -Nicolas Sarkozy, President of
France and the European Council
“We need to change the current crisis into
a new opportunity. We need a new deal for
a new world. I sincerely hope that with the
leadership of President Obama, the United
States of America will join forces with
Europe to drive this new deal. For the ben
efit of our societies, for the benefit of the
world.” -Jose Manuel Barroso, President
of the European Commission
“I applaud the American people for their
great decision and I hope that this new
administration in the United States of
America, and the fact of the massive show
of concern for human beings and lack of
interest in race and color while electing
the president, will go a long way in bring
ing the same values to the rest of world
sooner or later.” -Hamid Karzai, Pres
ident of Afghanistan

“Everyone has the right to hope for a fresh
ening of U.S. approaches to all the most
complex issues, including foreign policy
and therefore relations with the Russian
Federation as well.” -Grigory Karasin,
Deputy Foreign Minister of Russia

NEWS briefs
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Congress Collects Food For
Rhode Island Food Bank
The Student Congress Outreach
Committee hosted its annual “Trick-orTreat for Canned Goods” on Thursday,
Oct. 30, 2008. All canned goods collected
from the surrounding neighborhood were
donated to the Rhode Island Food Bank.
By 4:45 p.m., members of Congress
were dressed head to toe in costume.
“I have the most creative costume,”
said Amanda Mathieu ’11. “I’m Interstate
95 in Connecticut.”
“This is the first year the program
expanded to clubs outside of Congress,
so flyers were passed out to the neighbor
hood residents to give them warning of
how many of us there will be,” said
Shannon Case ’09, vice president of
Student Congress.
Urban
Action,
Board
of
Programmers, Science Fiction Club, the
Department of Public and Community
Service, the Department of Social
Work, Chemistry Society, Student
Environmental
Action
Coalition
(SEAC), and BMSA were among the
invited groups that attended. They were
assigned to meet at different trees on
the Sowa Lawn. Members of Congress
drove all volunteers to their prospective
sites in the surrounding area.
“We used to just cover the streets
above Huxley that touch campus,” said
Michelle Palermino ’09, chair of Student
Congress Outreach Committee. “This
year we expanded to an area almost five
times as large.”
Mary Bogan ’11, a member of the
Congress Outreach Committee, organized
the logistics of the event. She assigned
Congress members to their specific posts.
Palermino commended Bogan and all of
those involved.
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to Providence College.
“We wanted them to dress up and walk
around PC,” said Brown. “Yesterday they
went to Meagher and Aquinas. Today is
the Suites.”
The students received candy and other
treats. They traveled in groups with a PC
Pal accompanying them to the rooms.
“The goal is for them to be part of the
Providence College community while enjoy
ing a safe trick-or-treating environment,” said
Brown. “This is just another way to celebrate
the holiday and have fun with their friends
from school.”
Kat Rieger ’11, also a member of PC
Pals, described how the program has
affected her.
“PC Pals has been a great experience
because I can take an hour of my day to
make kids smile. That in itself makes it
worth it for me,” said Rieger.
The kids were not the only people on
campus getting into the spirit of Halloween.
SARA SPIRITO ’11/The Cowl
“I was excited to go all out for the
kids,” told James McSweeney ’11, resi
“Mary [Bogan] headed up the entire dent of the Suites.
He and his suitemates were dressed as a
initiative to expand and reach more of
our community. I think we collected- comic book superhero, Waldo, and a hot dog.
“I am thrilled when they are thrilled,”
more food than ever before,” said
Palermino afterwards. “We are really said McSweeney. “I tried to do what I
proud to help the Rhode Island Food could to make sure they had fun.”
Bank in such a huge way.”
—Ted DeNicola ’11
—Ted DeNicola ’ll

PC Pals Trick-or-Treat Around
Campus With Neighborhood Kids

Local children arrived at Suites Hall at
4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 29, dressed
in their costumes ready to trick-or-treat.
According to Emma Brown ’11, mem
ber of PC Pals, the club decided to take the
children, ranging in ages from five to 12,
trick-or-treating during their weekly visit

OAS Moved to Libary Top Floor

The Office of Academic Services (OAS)
has relocated from the lower level of
Philips Memorial Library to the full length
of the upper level.
“This was a seven-year plan included in
the original plan to renovate the library,”
siad Bryan Marinelli, director of OAS.
OAS has expanded and increased its
resources, making it a more effective
place for students to go for assistance.

“Having students comment on other stu
dents’ writing shows how collaborative
writing can beneficially affect an audi
ence,” said Marinelli.
The move started on Friday, Oct. 17.
By Monday, Oct. 20, the new OAS office
was open.
“It was a very smooth process because
we planned ahead,” said Marinelli. “The
space was ready for us, and within a week
we were operating comfortably.”
The new OAS center is out in the
open area of the library which has
brightened the office.
“The previous location was less invit
ing,” said Marinelli. “I think the students
will find the new office more comfortable.
It will overcome the perception that it is
only a place for underachievers.”
According to Marinelli, the space is
more functional and flexible. It can be
used for different types of programming.
“Hopefully the office will be open dur
ing finals to offer students more space to
study,” said Marinelli. “I want it to be a
place with no strings attached. Come use
our resources without tutoring or work
shop programs.”
New electronic classrooms for stateof-the-art tutor training have been
added to the office. The lab now has 10
computers. In addition to tutoring,
there is also a disability skills coordi
nator and an academic skills coordina
tor.
The new OAS also features a testing
room, writing center, and student-athlete
quiet study hall.
“I want to extend an invitation to all stu
dents to just come and take a look at what
the College has done for us,” said
Marinelli. “They will see the powerful,
visual evidence of the College’s support
for the important future of OAS.”

—Ted DeNicola ’11
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5:00 p.m. New Faculty 8:00 a.m. Kaleidoscope
Family Dinner,
2008, Slavin Center,
Feinstein Academic
’64 Hall
Center, Room 400
1:00 p.m. Women’s
7:00 p.m. Men’s Ice
Volleyball vs.
Hockey vs. Vermont,
Quinnipiac, Mullaney
Schneider Arena,
Gym, Providence, R.I.
Providence, R.I.
5:00 p.m. Dance Party.
Slavin Center, ’64 Hail

5:00 p.m. Dance Party,
Slavin Center, ’64 Hall

6:30 p.m. Black Expo,
Slavin Center, ’64 Hall

4:00 p.m. “Basics of
Investing” Workshop,
Albertus Magnus Hall,
Room 136
5:00 p.m. “Raise Your
Voice” Information
Session, Suites Pavilion

8:00 p.m. Future Friar
Executives Board
Meeting, Slavin Center,
7:30 p.m. Alumni
Room 117
Career Forum. Slavin
Center, ’64 Hall

8:00 a.m. Department
of Theatre, Dance, and
Film Open House,
Smith Center for the
Arts, Lobby

12:00 p.m. Saints and
Brothers to All, Center
for Catholic and
Dominican Studies

1:00 p.m. Women’s
Volleyball vs. Rhode
Island, Mullaney Gym,
Providence, R.I.
5:00 p.m. Guest
Speakers: Dale and
Doug Miles, Moore
Hall III

4:00 p.m. Philosophy
Professor Robert Wood
Lecture, Moore Hall III
5:30 p.m. Pre-Law /
Mock Trial Information
Session, Slavin Center,
Room 112

6:30 p.m. Kappa DeltaHall
Pi Meetin
II
7:00 p.m. Amigos
Unidos Meeting, Slavin
Center, Room G01

Accuracy Watch
The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully checks every article that goes into
print to ensure that the facts are presented clearly and truthfully. Ifyou find an error
in any article, please e-mail the editor at thecowl@providence.edu. Corrections will
be printed as necessary on page 2.

www.thecowl.com
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Alumnus Shares Tale of Journey to Senate
by

Sara Beth Labanara ’ll
News Staff

Senator Ben Downing (D-Mass.),
Providence College alumnus ’03, spoke to
approximately 40 students about his jour
ney from Providence College to the White
House
and
the
Massachusetts State Senate
POLITICS on Thursday, Oct. 30, 2008
in Moore Hall I. His visit
was sponsored by PC Democrats, Mock
Trial, and PC Libertarians.
Downing opened the lecture with a few
thoughts about PC. Both his brother and
father attended the College. Downing was
originally hesitant to enroll at Providence
because he wanted to separate himself
from them. Attending PC, however,
became what he called the best decision of
his life. He graduated in 2003 with a bach
elor’s degree in political science which
started his journey from PC to politics.
“I didn’t come into Providence thinking
I was going to major in political science;
quite frankly I didn’t come to Providence
thinking that politics would be a career that
I would ever pursue,” said Downing.
He found himself interested in pursuing
a degree in political science once he took
an American government and politics class.
“I really ended up falling in love with
just about every political science class I
took,” said Downing.
When Downing reached his junior year
he started preparing himself for life after
PC and began to ask himself the daunting
question: what are all of these political sci
ence classes leading up to? He then made
the decision to apply to law schools.
“All of those trips to the mail room
didn’t really bring any good news,” said
Downing. “I applied to 16 law schools
and on the day of graduation I had been
accepted by one, rejected by 13, and
waitlisted by two.”
Overwhelmed with student loans,
Downing made the decision to move
back home to Pittsfield, Mass., and took
a job mowing lawns after the two
schools that waitlisted him rejected him.
He then heard from his freshman year
roommate from PC who invited
Downing to live with him in Washington
D.C. Once in D.C., Downing was deter
mined to find a job.
“I did what anyone who had just grad
uated from college would do; I walked
from Foggy Bottom all the way to
Capitol Hill and dropped my resume off
anywhere and everywhere anyone would
take it,” said Downing.

KATIE HOGAN ’09/The Cowl

Sen. Ben Downing (D-Mass.) tells students about his journey to the Massachusetts
State Senate since graduating from Providence College in 2003.

After dropping off numerous resumes,
Downing received a position as an unpaid
intern on Capitol Hill where he worked 40
hours a week giving tours and making pho
tocopies. During this time he learned what
he calls one of the best lessons of his life.
“If you want to get involved in politics,
especially electoral politics, the smartest
thing you can ever do is to do everything
that anyone gives you and do it at 110 per
cent,” said Downing.
Adhering to his strong work ethic,
Downing eventually got to work for Senator
Olver (D-Mass.) as a legislative correspon
dent and then became a legislative assistant.
“You have to prove to others that
you’re worthy of the opportunities that
are out there,” said Downing. “It’s not a
matter of whether or not there are oppor
tunities; it’s a matter of making sure that

people think of you wher the opportuni
ties arise.”
At that point in his life, as a young
Democrat in D.C. at a time where the
Republicans controlled both the execu
tive and legislative branches, Downing
felt that it was a good time to go to grad
uate school.
He attended Tufts
University where he received a master’s
in the university’s Department of Urban
and Environment Policy and Planning in
May 2008.
Downing felt that attaining his master’s
degree was a necessity in order to further
his career in politics and to essentially
better himself as an individual.
“You make yourself much more mar
ketable the more you try to improve
yourself. Going to grad school was also
a great way to make me remember why

I wanted to be involved in politics in the
first place,” said Downing.
While in graduate school on Saint
Patrick’s Day of 2006 he received a
phone call from his uncle asking him if
he had considered running for state sen
ate of Massachusetts. Downing did not
take this consideration seriously until
his brother also called him and asked
him about running. However, it was a
few days later when three potential
nominees announced that they would
not run for the position of senator when
he finally started to give the idea some
serious thought. The final push that con
vinced Downing to get involved in the
race was when William “Smitty”
Pignatelli announced that he would not
be running.
“I took out the papers and began a cam
paign for state senate,” said Downing.
At this point Downing reached out to
virtually everyone that he knew in order to
start gathering support and momentum for
his campaign.
“I talked to anyone who would listen
to me,” said Downing. “I had a map of
all of Pittsfield and I would go out and
knock on doors for two or three hours a
day and I would come back and cross off
the streets that I reached to the point
where I knocked on every door in the
city of Pittsfield.”
Despite the efforts that Downing made
for six straight months, he was still
viewed as the underdog especially due to
his young age (Downing was barely 25 at
the time).
When election night came around,
Downing and his campaign had predicted
he would receive roughly 40 percent of the
vote in Pittsfield because it would be hard
to attain a majority of the vote with five
people in the race. He won an unexpected
53 percent of the vote and ultimately won
the seat by 244 votes.
On Nov. 7, 2006, Downing’s journey
from PC to politics was complete: he
was elected to the Massachusetts State
Senate where he represents 48 commu
nities in Berkshire, Hampshire, and
Franklin Counties.
Downing then left students with advice to
take to heart as they begin their careers after
life at PC.
“Be open and be willing to listen,” said
Downing. “It’s important to know what
you’re passionate about but it’s also impor
tant to be open to new opportunities. Bend
over backwards to listen to others. Prove that
you care about what matters to others and
they’ll be more willing to listen to you.”

VIOLENCE: Police Officer Saved Herself From Abuse
continued from front page
The Department of Sociology and
Women’s Will brought a special guest,
Officer Tori Heaton of the Cranston
Police Department, to share her story of
domestic violence on Monday, Oct. 27
in Feinstein 400.
Whitney Henderson ’09, president of
Women’s Will, explained the reason for
bringing Heaton to Providence College.
“October is Domestic Violence
Month,” said Henderson. “Everyone has
the idea that domestic violence happens
to other people, and that’s not true. It’s
everywhere. Tori [Heaton] shows that
the person who seems the least vulnera
ble, a police officer, can be abused.”
Another member of Women’s Will,
Kelly Sheehan ’11, thought the perspec
tive from a police officer was interesting.
“I think it’s terrible, yet fascinating, that this
could happen to someone who is supposed to be
able to protect herself,” she said. “It shows
domestic violence really can happen to anyone.”
2008 marks Heaton’s fourth year speaking
at the College. Though she graduated from
Community College of Rhode Island, Roger
Williams University, and Boston University,
she said she feels like “a PC alum.”
Besides her work as a domestic vio
lence detective for the past 10 years,
Heaton has volunteered at the Sojourner
Truth House, working with groups of
survivors of violence.
“The great thing about Sojourner Truth
is that it’s a task force, which means it’s

not bound by political funding,” said domestic violence can happen in the
Heaton. “It’s just a group of the effected best of homes.
Heaton met her husband, fellow officer
affecting change.”
Heaton grew up in a single-parent Joe Fillion, on the force. She began dat
home on welfare. Her mother was an ing the divorced father of two in 1997,
alcoholic who fell victim to abuse from and in her words, the two grew “very
close very fast.”
her second husband.
The two married in 1998, but Heaton
“Domestic violence didn’t exist as a
insisted that she should have seen the trou
term then,” said Heaton.
Heaton’s mother treated her as a friend, ble coming.
“Three
months
telling her inappropri
before we married, he
ate information about
attacked me,” she
her abuse.
said. “It’s amazing
“She got into more
The last thing in the world I
how
you want to
and more abusive
believe it will never
would want to do is show the
relationships,” said
Heaton. “I knew that I world what he did to me. But if happen again.”
The day after they
was smarter than I don’t [he] and others like him
got back from their
that.”
honeymoon, he beat
will continue.
After graduating high
her on a flight of stairs
school in 1988, Heaton
in their home and put a
Tori Heaton
became a 911 dispatcher
gun
to the back of her
and later a police officer.
Cranston police officer
head.
In 1994, she graduated
“Tori [Heaton] the
from the state academy
police officer knew
in Rhode Island for crim
the warning signs, knew what was
inal justice.
Heaton then showed a video clip of a wrong,” she said. “But I just couldn’t
segment 48 Hours did on women abused face it.”
After the two had been married for eight
by men in power positions. The other
featured women were the wife of foot months, he injured her arm and Heaton was
ball player Mark Gastineau and the wife able to obtain a restraining order. He was
of a lawyer. Heaton was the wife of a arrested and charged with domestic assault,
but Heaton still wanted to make their situa
fellow police officer.
Dan Rather opened the segment, tion work.
One night, while they were officially
entitled “Armed and Dangerous—
Living with the Enemy,” saying that separated, Heaton invited a high school

friend over to her home for a drink. Fillion
came over unannounced and assaulted both
Heaton and her friend. He grabbed Heaton
by the hair, pushed her to the ground, and
then proceeded to knock her friend uncon
scious and break his jaw. It was at this
point that Heaton knew she had to take seri
ous measures.
“The last thing in the world I want to do is
show the world what he did to me,” said
Heaton. “But if I don’t, [he] and others like
him will continue.”
Heaton brought Fillion to trial, filing
13 charges against him, including a
felony that meant, if convicted, he could
spend 20 years in jail.
Prior to and during the trial, support poured
out from the public for Fillion. His sister
Carolyn defended him to a CBS news team.
“I couldn’t have him living with me if
any of the lies she is saying about him
were true,” Fillion’s sister said.
Carolyn insisted she felt safe with Fillion
around her and her children, and believed
Heaton’s claims were nothing more than
attempts for attention.
Neighbors of Fillion threw effort into help
ing him with his legal fees, even holding a
town-wide spaghetti dinner to raise money
for his trial.
Heaton insists Fillion’s lawyer tried to
destroy her credibility in the trial.
“I know that he’s a lawyer, and he’s
just doing his job, but the ways he tried
to victimize Joe [Fillion] were disgust
ing,” said Heaton. “Men like him are the
reason why women don’t come forward.
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Student Congress Discusses Library Renovations
by

Devin Murphy ’10
News Editor

Student Congress was given the oppor
tunity to discuss the new renovations made
to the library with Donald Russell Bailey,
Ph.D., director of Phillips Memorial
Library, on Tuesday, Nov.
4. Bailey told students over
STUDENT the past six to eight years
CONGRESS Providence College has
been discussing renovating
Phillips Memorial.
From 2000 to 2005 the first stage of ren
ovation was geared toward the main fort.
After the 2008 Commencement exercises
the second, most recent stage of renova
tions started.
“We’ve been trying to gussy it up,” said
Bailey. “Although things took longer than
we thought.”
The newest stage of renovations focused
on the upper level of the library. New car
pet has been installed and new furniture
has been placed on the upper level. The
technology has also been updated. There is
now a mac lab, complete with iMacs and
intel-Macs. Phillips Memorial is now
equipped with 150 computers, including
10 Macs. More computers are expected to
be added in the future.
The new computer labs will also be
complete with the latest digital scanners.
According to Bailey, “world class” digital
scanners are also available in the lab. The
scanners will allow students to scan large

images into the computers piece-by-piece able to work together at the desk. It would
and then use digital imaging software also be possible to teach a class from the
which will piece the images together on desk because it can seat 15 people.
the computers.
The electionic classroom will also be
Students also have almost 38,000 elec open to students all the time, unless a class
tronic journals avail
was using it at some
able to them, which
time.
they can access from “------------------------------------------Covered
liquids
anywhere; 380,000
are still allowed in
volumes at PC; and
the library. Food is
six million volumes
still prohibited and
I am an advocate. . .of the rela will remain so until a
throughout the state.
The chairs in the tively loud library. I would pre system of containing
basement have all
food and cleaning it
been replaced. They fer to have a full, active library. up can be devised.
are all now blue.
Bailey would also like
The new computers I would like the library so full
to turn the library into a
which were placed
that we are constantly looking less restrictive study
in the basement
space. He said that the
during construction
library is currently
for new space.
on the upstairs will
almost exclusively a
remain in the base
quiet zone and does not
ment due to posi
allow for much conver
tive
feedback
sation between students.
Donald Russell Bailey, director of
received from stu
Bailey would rather stu
dent patrons.
dents be able to talk and
Phillips Memorial Library
On Wednesday, Nov.
discuss projects together.
5, quiet privacy carrels
“I am an advo
were added to the
cate...of the relatively
tables on the upper
loud library,” said
level. The carrels will
Bailey. “I would prefer
allow students to have a cubby-like, private to have a full active library. I would like to
study area.
have the library so active and so full, that
A new semi-circular desk, equipped we’re constantly looking for new space.”
with three computers will also be added to
Bailey said that the library would con
the upper level study area. Students will be tinue to have designated quiet zones.

---------------------- "

Sean Jones ’10 raised a question about
the old OAS center.
“What’s going in that space?” asked Jones.
Bailey said that currently the space is
being used as offices for part-time profes
sors, who otherwise would not have
offices. In the third and final stage of the
library renovations, the former OAS center
will be turned into conference rooms
among other things.
Bailey is still looking for student input
concerning the new library.
“I urge you to come look at the library
and stop by and see me or drop me an email and let me know what you think,”
said Bailey.
In other business, Megan Bennett ’10
told Congress that the Faculty Senate will
be voting to change the name of the
Department of Modem Languages to the
Department of Foreign Language Studies.
The name change would change the focus
of the department from grammar and liter
ature to the broader category of language
studies. Greek and Latin, which are now
part of the Department of History, would
also be included in the department.
The Faculty Senate
meeting also
focused on allowing students being
allowed to take foreign language classes
at other schools and hiring Full Bright
Scholar professors.
As the last order of business Congress
approved the name change of Amigos
Unidos to the Organization of Latin
American Students.

Hirsch Lectures on Poverty and Homelessness in the State
PC Professor and
Government
Relations Chair of
the State Coalition
Shares Story of a
Personal Friend’s
Struggle With
Poverty
O’Connor ’10
News Staff

by Allison

On Oct. 30, 2008, the Economics
Club of Providence College hosted a
presentation entitled “Homelessness in
Rhode Island: The Problem and How to
Solve It” at 7:00 p.m. in
LECTURE
Dominic Chapel
Basement. Eric Hirsch,
Ph.D., associate profes
sor of sociology, lectured on homeless
ness, a topic that everywhere but often
goes unnoticed.
“This is all in Rhode Island, this is not
in another country,” said Hirsch.
Hirsch, in addition to his career as a pro
fessor at PC, also works as the Government
Relations Chair of the Rhode Island
Coalition for the Homeless. As a result, he
has extensive knowledge of the underlying
factors and true conditions embodying the
plight of those who are homeless in the
Ocean State.
Hirsch kicked off the presentation with a
story about his friend Dave St. Germaine,
of Bristol, R.I., who has also given lectures
and shared his story at PC in the past. St.
Germaine became an emergency medical
technician and loved his job as an ambu
lance driver. He was ultimately promoted
to coordinator for the Emergency
Department in Rhode Island. He even pro
vided firsthand relief during the terrorist
attacks on Sept. 11, 2001.
St Germaine’s life was ripped out from
under him when he was hit head-on by a drunk
driver while driving his ambulance. His injuries
prevented him from working, and in a down
ward spiral he lost his income and hishome and
had to live in his car. Eventually, his car was
towed and he was unable to pay for its release,
leaving him with absolutely no place to go. He
was left with nothing but the t-shirt on his back.
“This story illustrates how you can get
into a situation of homelessness,” said

Hirsch. “The reality is our society has huge
gaping holes to fall through.”
On the contrary, Hirsch explains that
“most drug addicts, alcoholics, and men
tally ill people have places to live,” and
that since the 1980s there has been a “dra
matic, large increase and explosion in
homelessness that has affected women,
children and families.”
The problem stems from a variety of
factors apparent in our social structure.
There has been an ever-increasing rise of
income inequality between the classes that
serves as a major cause of homelessness.
“Literally the rich are getting richer and
the poor are getting poorer,” said Hirsch.
Such increasing inequality is reflected
in the distortion of housing production.
Due to factors such as zoning restrictions
demanding large lot requirements for
builders, housing production is mainly
centered around the construction of subur
ban single-family homes for the wealthy.
Such restrictions have been created to pre
vent the development of multi-family
homes, and private construction exists pri
marily at the top-end of the scale.
Since 1990, fewer than 500 units per
year of multi-family homes have been
built. This has led to a low-income housing
crisis in which there is a deficit of housing
availability and a significant escalation of
rent prices.
“With the declining stock of lowincome units, what you get is higher and
higher rents,” explained Hirsch.
In 1986, the average rental price for
two-bedroom apartments in Rhode
Island was $454 per month. In 2006,
that average figure rose to a whopping
$1,172 per month.
According to Hirsch, the state of Rhode
Island and the federal government were
“spending much more in 1978 for lowincome housing than we are now despite
the explosion of homelessness.”
“Everyone in our society has a right to
adequate housing,” said Hirsch.
He said the reality is that the housing
market has now become a privilege, rather
than a right, which is only perpetuating the
homelessness crisis.
To combat this significant problem
there are three possible responses that
Hirsch addressed. The first is to tackle
the symptoms, rather than deal with the
causes through amelioration factors such
as soup kitchens and shelters. A second
strategy is known as “exit,” in which
people without homes are placed in
either transitional or permanent housing.
The last is prevention, which would
require additional low-rent housing con
struction and protection from eviction.
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Eric Hirsch, Ph.D., gave a lecture illuminating the issue of homelessness in Rhode
Island. He shared a story of a friend who fell victim to homelessness after he suf
fered an injury forcing him to stop working.
As part of this prevention strategy,
Hirsch has worked on the committee
helping to create the Rhode Island
Neighborhood Opportunities Program,
which has been responsible for produc
ing 214 units of permanent supportive
housing for impoverished people.
Hirsch explained how the provision of
such long-term help for the homeless not only
solves the problem of the drastically increas
ing numbers of homeless but also results in
financial savings for the state and federal gov
ernments. Out of extreme desperation the
homeless are spending time in hospitals,
emergency rooms, homeless shelters, and are
increasingly ending up in drug treatment pro
grams or in prisons. All of this costs money
that is being footed by taxpayers.
Ultimately we would “save $8,000 per

person, per year by putting people in hous
ing first programs,” said Hirsch.
The three-step solution is now beginning
to be implemented locally in Rhode Island
and throughout the United States, but there is
still much work to be done.
“Literally tonight I could take you to
places where dozens of people are sleeping
outside, even though the temperature is going
to get down to 20 degrees,” said Hirsch.
Some measures have recently been
taken. The federal government passed
the National Housing Trust Fund that
will produce 1.5 million low-income
housing units within the next 10 years.
Rhode Island representative Jack Green
served as a driving force behind the act
which was passed last month.
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Providence College’s
Premier Off-Campus Properties
The Plated Homes of Emerald Isle Real Estate
A Providence College Tradition
Now taking reservations for school years 2009-2010 and 2010-2011
(Reserve now to lock in 2008-2009 pricing.)

133 Pinehurst Avenue

Edenderry
98-100 Eaton Street

Limerick
29 Huxley Avenue

Claremorris
98-96Eaton Street

Castlebar
127-129 Pinehurst Avenue

Killarney
93 Pinehurst Avenue

Tipperary
141-143 Pembroke Avenue

Tollamore
138-140 Radcliffe Avenue

•

Safe, clean, family neighborhoods

•

A short walk from campus center

•

Beautifully restored 1920s family homes

•

Redundant security systems

•

Each house is uniquely charming with a

•

Responsive, 24-hour service

distinct, personal feel

•

Directly managed by the property owner with

•

The off-campus center of student life

•

Off-campus living with character, priced
competitively

a proven history of serving the PC community

Stan Kizlinski
“My personal reputation at PC is your assurance of satisfaction.”
Owner/Manager 24/7 • Cell Phone: 401-316-8457 • Email: skizlinski@cox.net
Registered, Providence College Off-Campus Housing Office
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Witness for Peace Speaker Describes Plight In Nicaragua
Rick Kurker ’09
Asst. News Editor

by

A Witness for Peace representative spoke
to Providence College students about
Nicaragua’s economic plight, as well as her
own experience in Nicaragua as a revolu
tionary on Tuesday, Oct. 28,
GUEST 2008, at 7:00 p.m. in
SPEAKER Aquinas Hall Lounge. The
Department of Global
Studies, Organization of Latin American
Students (OLAS), Amnesty International,
and the Department of Public and
Community Service sponsored the Witness
for Peace representative. Gloria Alba
Andino Lopez from Esteli, Nicaragua, is the
president of the Association for Rural Farm
Workers. She is also a leader in the women’s
rights movement.
Lopez only speaks Spanish, so fellow
Witness for Peace representative Rachel
Anderson translated for her.
According to Anderson, Witness for
Peace was founded in response to the
United States’ funding of the Contras,
whose military occupation of Nicaragua
was the source of bombings and other
forms of terror. Anderson said that the
Nicaraguan terror was paid for by the taxes
of the people.
According to Lopez, she grew up
under the “worst and crudest of dicta
tors,” whose reign plagued her people
with violence, repression, hunger,
poverty, and death. Lopez said that her
parents were exploited by a community
landowner. Her brother and sister died
due to lack of medical attention, and her
father was assassinated by the dictator
for having ideas different from those of
the government.
In response to this injustice, Lopez said
that she needed to search for a means of
organization. Lopez said she first joined a
Catechism class with the Catholic Church.
She said that the priests who joined them
taught using liberation theology, and that the
amount of youth involvement increased.
The group became known as the Student
Revolutionary Front, and it organized large
demonstrations and protests to denounce the
dictator. Lopez said that the group “took
over the streets and churches,” spreading
their ideas through poetry and song.
“During this struggle for our liberation,
there were thousands of people assassinat
ed by the military,” said Lopez. “But we
achieved the triumph of our revolution.”
According to Lopez, the dictator was
overthrown, ushering in “a new dawning
for our people.”
In response to the new government, the
revolutionaries organized again and made
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Gloria Alba Andino Lopez, left, of the Witness for Peace organization, accompa
nied by translator Rachel Anderson, spoke in Aquinas Hall Lounge about her life
in Nicaragua and the misfortunes endured by her people. Lopez spoke to classes
throughout the day last Tuesday.
“It was the destruction of our dream and
policy changes. They made healthcare free
and built small health clinics in communities, of our freedom once again,” said Lopez.
providing medical attention for all. The infant “The new policies lowered our well-being
mortality rate was lessened as a consequence. almost to the point of being dead.”
Furthermore, education was made free.
Lopez said that the free trade agreements
Schools were established in every communi made it very difficult for rural farmers
ty and the country’s youth were able to attend because the free-market system benefits a
public universities. As a result, the nationwide small minority, namely the big businesses
literacy rate increased. Lopez said that adult that do not pay taxes, as smaller farmers are
education continued for
unable to compete
years afterward.
with them in quality
“This was our dream,”
or quantity. As a
said Lopez. “But there
result, the farmers had
This was our dream. But
was someone who was there was someone who was
to sell their small plots
of land to survive.
trying to take this dream
trying to take this dream
away from us.”
“This is hard for a
Lopez said that there
rural farmer because
away from us.”
was a counter-revolu
land is life,” said Lopez.
tion, and that this count
Migration soon
er-revolution was sup Gloria Alba Andino Lopez, Witness followed, according
ported by the U.S. gov
to Lopez, as people
for Peace representative
ernment, which she said
began to turn to the
supplied food, planes,
cities, working at
guns, drugs, and even
large assembly fac
bombs to kill people. Lopez said that the tories where they were exploited and
counter-revolutionary forces burned down their labor rights were violated. The
the schools and health clinics and people of Nicaragua also began to
destroyed the food.
immigrate to other countries, including
In 1990, Violeta Chamorro came to power, Costa Rica, the U.S., and various
winning the presidential election with the sup European countries.
“I only ask of you that you treat my peo
port of the U.S. government. Lopez said that
the government would only benefit the small, ple well,” said Lopez. “We are people
rich minority, obeying the interests of the U.S. searching for a way to survive.”
Currently, Lopez said that big companies
government. According to Lopez, there were
structural adjustment policies and a reduction are destroying the environment. She also said
that illness is rampant in women, and human
in government social service vending.
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labor rights are being violated. Lopez said
that some people earn only $3 per day, which
is not nearly enough money to support a fam
ily of 10; in America, Lopez said, a hot dog
can cost $3 or $4. Lopez also said that there is
also gender inequality, as women are unable
to rise in jobs because they are not considered
intelligent or capable enough.
“Politics push women aside,” said Lopez.
Lopez said that there are oiganizations that
are educating women about labor rights and
equal opportunity rights. These same oiganiza
tions are also implementing programs to ensure
food security as well as decrease migration.
“I can tell you that their lives have
been changed by this experience, and that
is so important,” said Lopez. “Solidarity
is the essence of the people, so you are all
cordially invited.”
“We’re still there, resisting and surviv
ing, and that’s the reason we’re still organ
izing,” said Lopez.
“Sometimes students at Providence
College live in a sort of ‘bubble’ and
don’t see more of the world than what is
around them,” said Andy Kowal ’10,
vice president of Amnesty International.
“Amnesty International has been trying
to get a lot of speakers to come to cam
pus to talk to a range of different issues
just to get students aware of what is hap
pening around the world.”
“I think the event was a huge suc
cess,” said Kerry Bergin ’09, president
of Amnesty International. “Afterwards,
I was talking to Sra. Andino Lopez and
she said that Providence College was
her most receptive audience, and last
night’s lecture was the biggest turnout
of young people since she began lectur
ing in Maine more than two weeks
ago. She said that she felt a very posi
tive energy in Providence, that is differ
ent than all of the other places she’s vis
ited—an energy of excitement for
change. She has hope that we can bring
about big change in how our country
treats its neighbors.”
“Ms. Lopez, a Nicaraguan woman
who lived during the counter-revolu
tion and who now heads a community
organization with leftist ideologies,
not only educated students about the
atrocities that happened in Nicaragua,”
said Cara Bragg ’09, treasurer of
Amnesty International, “but she also
stimulated conversation about examin
ing our own perspective as American
citizens. She challenged attendees to
think about whether the policies of the
U.S. government, such as support of
the Contras or free trade agreements,
are really fair or right for people in the
developing world.”

MURAL: Selected Symbols Connect Current Issues to PC
continued from front page
Six Providence College students, inspired
by tape art seen in their Drawing I and
Drawing II classes, decided to make their
own public tape art mural to represent cur
rent issues in light of the recent presidential
election. Now, under the direction of Lynn
Curtis, assistant professor in the Department
of Art and Art History, these students are
making their own mark on Providence
College’s campus by taping their mural on
the outer wall of Slavin Center near
Concannon Fitness Center.
The six students who came together for
the project are Ray Hall ’10, Kate Laberge
’10, Lauren McIsaac ’09, Katrina Reardon
’ 10, Kylie Waltz ’11, and Marisa Woods ’11.
Students cited the tape art of Rhode Island
School of Design (RISD) alumnus Michael
Townsend as their initial inspiration for the
project. After seeing Townsend’s work about
two months ago, they decided to attempt
their own mural.
“After we saw the tape art, we wanted to
do it ourselves,” said Reardon.
Curtis described the tape art as “a form
of line drawing.”
According to Reardon, the students each
made their own sketches and then came
together to make an overall initial sketch.
They then did a mock-up, working on and off
for several weeks. The mock-up was about
eight feet tall and 15 feet wide, and students
worked on it on the vertical surface of the
drawing room wall. Finally, on Saturday,

Six students created a tape art mural on the side wall of Slavin Center that represents a PC student’s need to examine the world
and realize his or her own truth. The image was projected on the wall at night on Nov. 1, and the tape was added on Nov. 2.
Nov. 1, they began the full-sized version.
“This was entirely a student-generated
idea,” said Curtis, who oversaw the project.
According to Curtis, when the mock-up
was completed, it was photographed, and
then transparencies were made of the
image. On Saturday night, an overhead
projector from Harkins Hall was used to
project the image onto the wall, and the
students outlined their piece using chalk.
Laberge said that all of the students met
to work on the preliminary chalk drawing.
“It looked beautiful on the wall at

night,” said Curtis.
On Sunday, Nov. 2, the students began
to add the tape to their mural, beginning at
9:00 a.m. and working until dark.
The students indicated that their desire
was to raise awareness of important current
issues, inspiring people to question truth
and what it really is for each individual.
“When we look at everything we think
we know about, what do we really
know?” said Hall.
The mural consists of a tree on the
left side that is filled with various symbols,

including a broken heart, a cross, a yin-yang,
the Republican and Democrat elephant and
donkey, the Star of David, a handicap sym
bol, and even a Playboy bunny.
“There are a lot of important symbols,”
said Hall. “There is one for abortion and
one for money—which is important with
how the economy is going now.”
“We wanted to send a message right
before the election,” said Reardon. “Each
symbol was included for a reason. We each
brought our own symbols into it.”
“The point was to bring different symbols
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Student Debate Emphasizes Environmental Issues
by

Lauren Ballback ’ll
News Staff

The current energy crisis in the United
States has sparked increasingly heated dis
cussion in the scientific and political com
munities. Scientists differ in opinion on
topics ranging from global
warming to wind turbines,
DEBATE with politicians also debat
ing over the implications
of such research. These
variations in views were the focus of the
Energy and Environment Debate, hosted
by
Student
Environmental Action
Coalition (SEAC), PC Democrats, and
College Republicans in McPhail’s on
Tuesday, Oct. 28, at 9 p.m. The debate pit
ted the Republicans against the Democrats.
Katie Shaw ’09, president of SEAC, was
one of the evening’s moderators. The club had
prepared a set of 15 questions to which each
side was allotted a two-minute reply and an
additional one-minute rebuttal. The College
Republicans had a team of two: Tom Daly
’10, president, and Jamie Shaw ’11, who
together represented Sen. John McCain’s (RAriz.) views. Allie Povedano ’ 11 and Ryan
Whalen ’09 of the PC Democrats represented
Sen. Barack Obama’s (D-Ill.) platform.
The first topic of the evening was conser
vation and how it plays into each candidate’s
policy. Povedano spoke on behalf of the
Democrats, saying that Obama wants to
implement a cap and trade system which
would require companies to pay for the emis-
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Debate participants cover conservation, off-shore drilling, clean coal, green jobs, and
energy in light of the views of John McCain and future president Barack Obama.
sions they produce. The Republicans said that
McCain also wants a cap and trade policy, but
that there were “big differences” between his
plan and Obama’s.
Both sides supported off-shore drilling.
Initially, Obama was against this drilling,
but since the start of his campaign, he has
changed his mind.
In response to the potential environmental
concerns that offshore drilling could have,
Jamie Shaw asked if there is any method that
would protect every aspect of nature.
“Everything affects nature,” she said.

Currently, both candidates oppose drilling
in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
(ANWR), although his running mate, Gov.
Sarah Palin (R-Alaska) supports it.
“As far as drilling in ANWR, McCain
has been hinting recently that he is looking
to change his position,” said Povedano.
Both sides also found common ground
in clean coal, green jobs, and clean,
renewable energy.
Obama supports a plan requiring 10 percent
of the country’s energy to come from renew
able resources by 2020 and 25 percent by 2025.

“John McCain is very similar to
Obama,” said Daly. “But the difference
between Obama and McCain is that
[Obama] is mandating, twisting your arm
to drive a hybrid. McCain says if you do it,
we’ll give you a benefit.”
Nuclear energy is a hot topic in the sub
ject of alternative energy. Proponents of
nuclear energy said that the current indus
try has produced safe results and that
nuclear reactors produce the largest
amount of energy of fuel compared to all
non-renewable energy sources. Also,
nuclear fuel releases low amounts of car
bon dioxide emissions, which is linked to
global warming. Those who oppose
nuclear power say that the nuclear power
plants and the importation of raw materials
such as uranium pose environmental risks.
“Nuclear power is a great option, “said
Daly. “Unfortunately we haven’t had a nuclear
reactor built in this country since 1973.”
“[It’s] one of the viable options for us to
pursue,” said Whalen.
At the end of the question portion of the
evening, the candidates gave closing state
ments in support of their respective candidates,
and a question-and-answer session followed.
By an audience vote, the PC Democrats won.
Emily Miller ’11, an Obama supporter,
said she felt that the PC Democrats repre
sented Obama’s views well. Lauren Starr
’11, who helped to organize the event
thought it was informative, as intended.

Mother Tells Story of Son Killed in Drunk Driving Accident
“For liability reasons we can’t release keys. . .one part of me says that’s good, at
them on their own, so if they are not least they tried,” said Chaves. “Another part
accompanied by a sober person we have to of me says they didn’t try hard enough.”
On Wednesday, Oct. 28, Linda Chaves, babysit them all night,” said Chaves.
Chaves found out during the investi
R.N., spoke to Providence College students
Chaves next told students what danger gation that the accident took place a
about the dangers of drinking and driving. ous signs of alcohol poisoning to look for quarter mile from Charlie’s dorm.
Held in the Aquinas Lounge, the presenta in people who have been drinking. She There were 528 feet of skid marks left
tion, entitled, “Remember said that most college students take in the road, which allowed the police
GUEST Charlie,” included facts and friends who have had too much to drink to infer his speed had reached 114
SPEAKER statistics about drunk driv home from parties without checking for miles per hour upon impact with a
ing, as well as firsthand any signs of alcohol poisoning.
nearby tree.
accounts of alcohol-related incidents.
“Before you leave the party, count how
This event marked the fourth day of many breaths per minute your friend is tak
Alcohol Awareness Week on campus. ing,” said Chaves. “Ten is the magic number.
According to Chaves, there are 18,774 If they are taking any less, call 911, because
alcohol-related deaths every year and 132 they will slowly go into respiratory distress
deaths per day can be attributed to drunk and stop breathing.”
driving accidents.
Chaves shared the story of a Roger
“Although we are the smallest state, Williams University student who was
almost every major road has a cross desig breathing a mere six breaths per minute by continued from front page
nating a deadly car accident,” said Chaves. the time he arrived at the hospital.
“I have conducted my own analysis of
The Providence College community suf
The boy from RWU came back to thank
these crosses, and have found that 76 per the nurses and doctors who saved his life.
fered the loss of Brother Kevin Francis
cent involve someone under the age of 25,
“I asked him how on earth he got his O’Connell, O.P., moderator of Friars Club
and 63 percent of those involve someone blood-alcohol level that high,” said on Tuesday, Nov. 4. O’Connell died at age
under the age of 21.”
Chaves. “He said that during the second 72 at Rhode Island Hospital after a long ill
After losing her
week of classes he ness. He had been hospitalized since Oct. 6
son Charlie to a drunk
went to a party of this year.
“------------------------------------------driving accident dur
“He died a very peaceful death which is all
where he was chal
ing his second month
lenged by his peers that we could have asked for,” said Helene
When a person takes a oneof college, Chaves
to drink excessive Hosinski ’09, president of Friars Club.
has developed a pas ounce shot of vodka, a bloodO’Connell came to the College in
amounts of alcohol.
sion for educating
1975 after he was assigned to the St.
He
told
me
that
he
alcohol content level would
young people.
drank two 1.75-liter Thomas Aquinas Priory. In 1976 he
register on a blood sample
“I’m not here to
bottles of Canadian started working in the Office of
lecture you; you get
Club whiskey and Admissions and was promoted to assis
taken only 12 seconds later.
enough of that in
about 12 to 18 beers. tant director in 1977. In 1988 he became
class,” said Chaves.
And he did it all in the associate director. O’Connell also
Linda Chaves, R.N.
“I’m here to give
worked as a hall director for 19 years.
17 minutes.”
you some informa
A PC alumnus, who knew O’Connell
Alcohol remains the
tion that may possi
number-one killer of from from working with him when
bly save your life, or
people ages 16 to 24, O’Connell was a hall director, sent
the life of one of your friends.”
and Chaves has seen proof of this statistic. Friars Club a letter yesterday expressing
The presentation began with an explana
“Nobody is bad for drinking,” said his condolences.
“A lot of people who will be coming
tion of how alcohol affects the human body.
Chaves. “All of the young people I see are
back [for O’Connell’s funeral] were his
“It’s not a drink, it’s a chemical you are good people who made the wrong choice.”
introducing to your body,” said Chaves.
Chaves shared her own personal story RAs,” said Hosinski.
O’Connell was heavily involved on
This introduction of a new substance of losing her son Charlie to a drunk driv
to the already existing chemicals of the ing accident. Charlie was a freshman at campus. He served as moderator of
body results in what Chaves described Plymouth State College in New Friars Club from 1990 until the time of
as an “uproar.” Upon intake, alcohol is Hampshire when he attended a campus his death.
He was such a strong guiding presence for
immediately absorbed in the blood party held by the football team for which
stream and is pumped throughout the he played. He had his car on campus everything we did as a club,” said Hosinski.
Students remember him as not afraid to
body until later metabolized by the liver because the weekend before he had trav
eled home to Middletown, R.I., to attend speak his mind.
and digested by the kidneys.
“When a person takes a one-ounce shot of his high school’s homecoming. His par
“He was a little gruff at times but only
vodka, a blood-alcohol content level would ents allowed him to drive the car back to affectionately so. . .and with a sense of
register on a blood sample taken only 12 school since the following weekend was humor,” said Hosinski.
seconds later,” said Chaves.
Columbus Day break.
O’Connell shared one of his favorite
Chaves further explained that the liver is
There were an estimated 80 people pres quotes from Blessed Jordan of Saxony,
only capable of digesting one ounce of alco ent at the party, and friends said that O.P. with the Friars often. He would tell
hol per hour. This poses a problem not only Charlie was one of the first to leave, them “I wear the livery of a mighty army
for the drinker, but also for the hospitals to around 11:20 p.m.
whose deeds alone I cannot do.”
which they are taken.
“Three kids claimed they tried to take his
“He [Blessed Jordan of Saxony, O.P.]
by

Valerie Ferdon ’12
News Staff

The passenger walked away from
the crash with no cuts or marks—only
a fractured right clavicle caused by
the seatbelt.
“If Charlie was wearing his seat belt
he would have walked away like Ryan,”
said Chaves. “Why wasn’t he? . .
.Because he was intoxicated. What
comes natural to us, our common sense.
. .does not exist when we are under the
influence.”

LOSS: Friars Remember
Moderator of Eighteen Years

—"

had a very special place in Brother’s
heart,” said Hosinski.
O’Connell extended the implications of
his favorite quote to the mission of the
Friars Club. The organization originally
dealt with mostly student-athlete relation
ships. O’Connell saw the Friars as having
a commitment to service and to JudeaoChristian values.
According to Hosinski, O’Connell
liked to do exactly what he wanted. She
recalled that members of Friars Club
knew that he liked sweets, so they
brought sugar-free candy to each meet
ing for him. O’Connell was a diabetic
and not allowed to eat anything with
sugar. However, after one meeting a stu
dent went to put the candy in the back
compartment of O’Connell’s scooter
only to find that he had stolen several
cookies from the priory and hidden them
in his scooter.
Students remember him fondly for his
independence and his spirituality.
“He was very much his own man, and in
being his own man he was a man of God,”
said Hosinski.
He was also a member of PC’s Friar
Council No. 5787 of the Knights of
Columbus (1976-2002) and of the St.
Pius X Fourth Degree Assembly. Friars
Club honored his dedication to the club
a few weeks ago at its 80th anniversary
by creating a scholarship in his name.
O’Connell served as moderator of the
football team, when PC still had a foot
ball team. In addition to his other activ
ities O’Connell was also the caretaker of
the unofficial PC mascot, a Dalmatian
named Friar Boy V from 1993 to 2004.
His work at PC was recognized over the
years by the many awards he received.
O’Connell was a recipient of The Very
Reverend Vincent C. Dore, O.P. Award in
2002, bestowed upon him by the Mai Brown
Club, the greater Providence Chapter. He also
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U.S. Widely Condemned for Raids in Syria, Pakistan
by

Kieran Whelan ‘09
World Staff

Middle East
BBC news and Syrian
officials, U.S. military helicopters
carried out a raid inside Syria along
Iraqi border, killing eight people (includ
ing four children) on Sunday, Oct. 26.
Around 5 p.m., roughly two dozen
American commandos in specially
equipped Black Hawk helicopters flew
into the village of Sukkariyah, six miles
from the Iraqi border. They fought a brief
gun battle with several members of an
insurgent cell.
According to American officials,
American Special Operations forces
allegedly killed an Iraqi militant, presum
ably the leader of the insurgent cell, known
as Abu Ghadiya.
Ghadiya is responsible for running
weapons, money, and foreign fighters across
the border into Iraq , according the U.S.
One United States official described
Abu Ghadiya as Al Qaeda’s “most promi
nent” smuggler of foreign operatives
crossing the Syrian border into Iraq.
Also, in February, the Treasury Depart
ment named him as one of the four main
figures of that group living in Syria.
This raid has proved to be very signifi
cant, since it has been the boldest attack by
American commandos in the five years
since the United States invaded Iraq and
began to condemn Syria’s role in helping
the Iraqi insurgency.
The timing is also very surprising, espe
cially since American officials praised
Syria in recent months for its efforts to
stop traffic across the border.
ccording to

A

Did You Know. . .

the

AP

According to one government official,
“Syria condemns this aggressive act and
holds American forces responsible for this
aggression and all of its repercussions.”
Some have argued that the operation
last Sunday appeared to reflect an inten
sifying effort by the Bush administration
to find a way during its last months to
attack militants even beyond the borders
of Iraq and Afghanistan, where the U.S.
is currently at war.
“I think this is the end of the Bush
administration,” a spokeswoman for
Syria’s government told al-Jazeera televi
sion. “I think it’s personal revenge.”
Syria’s foreign minister, Walid alMouallem, called it “cowboy politics,” a
“war crime,” and said he was astonished
by these actions.
According to BBC news and security
officials, roughly 28 people were killed in
two suspected U.S. missile attacks in
northwest Pakistan near the border of
Afghanistan, last Friday, Oct. 31.
15 people were killed in an attack near
the village of Mirali, North Waziristan,
including an Al Qaeda leader.
by

Jenny Arvanaghi ’10
World Staff

If you have been shopping almost any
where recently, you have definitely seen
those “green bags” everyone has been
carrying around. These reusable
shopping bags, which now can be
found in many stores, are manu
factured in China, shipped thou
sands of miles overseas, and
made with plastic that can take
years to decompose.
The bags have now become a
fashion accessory, with sales up
to 76 per cent to date over the last
year. They are usually printed with
environmental slogans and earth-friend
ly designs, but are actually not as environ
mentally friendly as you might think.
Many of the bags are made from heavier
material than the disposable plastic bags
and are most likely going to sit longer in
landfills, according to Ned Thomas, who
heads the department of material science
and engineering at MIT.

Many of these cheap, reusable bags that
retailers favor are produced in China and are
made from nonwoven polypropylene, a form
of plastic that requires about 28 times as
much energy to produce as the plastic
used in standard disposable bags.
Finding a truly “green” bag is chal
lenging though, because plastic
totes may be more eco-friendly to
manufacture than ones made from
cotton or canvas which can require
large amounts of water and energy
to produce and may contain harsh
chemical dyes.
If these “green bags” are used as often
as they were intended, they can be environ
mentally friendly, vastly reducing the num
ber of disposable bags that are thrown out
each year. Target, CVS, Rite Aid, and
Whole Foods are just some of the many
stores that now carry these reusable bags.
Basically, if you are not using the
bag every time you shop, it’s not worth
buying one.

The Sunny Side

Oddly Enough

Ryan McKeon ’09
World Staff
Barnes and Noble recently stepped into
the social networking business. Last
Monday, the bookseller launched “My
B&N,” an online network where shoppers
can set up personal pages to share books,
movie tastes, and other social information.
“Book lovers everywhere can create
their literary identity, connect and share
insight with other readers, discover and
rate new products, and keep up to date on
events in their local Barnes & Noble
store,” said Tom Burke, executive vice
president of e-commerce for Barnes and
Noble’s Web site.
The Web site is a response to a 2007
Associated Press poll that found one in four
people hadn’t read a book in the prior year.
Barnes and Noble is not the first company
of its kind to embrace social networking;
Amazon.com and Border’s have both
launched sites of their own that provide simi
lar capabilities. Booksellers are hoping the
online communities will keep their readership
communities intact and ignite withering sales.

Ryan McKeon ’09
World Staff
Funeral homes are no longer strictly
places of mourning. The owners of
Endsley Funeral Home in Bartonville,
Illinois wanted to celebrate the 80th
anniversary of the business by throwing a
party . . . with Elvis.
For their open house Saturday, they
put a replica of Elvis Presley’s 650pound casket on display and hired Elvis
impersonator Dave Stovall to dance
around it and sing a few of the King’s
most famous songs.
The real fun started when Stovall,
caught up in the moment, laid down in
the casket next to the non-living legend.
In response to those who might view
such a celebration as irreverent,
embalmer Stephanie Van Oppen exp
lained, “The staff wanted people to have
fun at the funeral home for once, and get
to know that its employees aren’t creepy
and weird.”
Almost 300 Elvis fans from the sur
rounding area attended the bash.

by

by

According to the officials, the missiles
hit a house, which then burned to the
ground. It was not immediately clear if
those killed, who were not identified, had
been inside.
Officials named the leader as Abu
Akash, an Iraqi who was a well-known
militant in the region.
Akash was believed to have gone to
Afghanistan to fight against the Soviets in
the late 1980s and during the time of the
Taliban in the mid-1990s.
According to BBC’s Syed Shoaib Hassan,
Abu Akash came to notoriety last year when
he issued a video that called for attacks
against coalition forces in their territories.
Tensions between the U.S. and Pakistan
have increased over the issue of cross-bor
der incursions against militants by
American forces based in Afghanistan.
“It was underscored to the ambassador
that the government of Pakistan strongly
condemns the missile attacks which result
ed in the loss of precious lives and proper
ty,” the Pakistan ministry said in a state
ment following the attacks.
With these latest attacks, suspected
United States missiles have hit targets nine
times in Pakistan in October, according to
a CNN tally.
Since the terrorist attacks on Sept. 11,
the United States has attacked terrorism
suspects in the ungoverned spaces of coun
tries like Yemen and Somalia.
However, administration officials report
ed last Monday, Oct. 27, that the strikes in
Pakistan and Syria were carried out on the
basis of a legal, rational decision.
This argument that has been refined in
recent months, justifying strikes by troops
and by rockets on militants in countries
with which the United States is not at war.

According to President Bush, “As sov
ereign states, we have an obligation to
govern responsibly, and solve problems
before they spill across borders, we have
an obligation to prevent our territory from
being used as a sanctuary for terrorism and
proliferation and human trafficking and
organized crime.”

"---------------------------

I think this is the
end of the Bush
administration. I
think it’s personal
revenge.
A spokesperson for the
government of Syria

---------------------------- "
The Bush administration, seeking support
in international law for its actions, is joining
a list of nations that have cited Article 51 of
the United Nations Charter, which enshrines
the right of the individual or collective self
defense to all member states.
In carrying out cross-border missions
inside both Pakistan and Syria, the United
States government is expected to make the
case that these operations will help protect
the lives of American troops.
It has been noted that several senior
American officials expressed hope that this
rationale will be also be embraced by the
next president.

International Community Bolsters
Aid, Diplomacy for Congo
Mackenzie Mango ’10
World Staff

France, with its current presidency of the
European Union, sent foreign minister
Bernard Koucher, along with British for
Africa: Democratic
eign minister David Miliband, to the Congo
Republic of the Congo
and neighboring Rwanda on Friday.
Koucher has stated the EU would be conollowing the U.N.’s announcement sidering whether to send troops to aid
that they would most likely deploy humanitarian efforts, noting that a potential
more special forces and new military hard- European force of as many as 1,500 soldiers
ware to protect civilians in the Democratic could provide humanitarian assistance in
Republic of the Congo, about one million Goma, but would not engage in combat,
people have been forced to flee as a result
In addition, U.N, Secretary-General
of fighting between the Tutsi rebel and Ban Ki-moon asked Alain Leroy, the
government forces. This fighting threatens undersecretary-general for peacekeeping
the Goma Peace Agreement, which was operations, to travel to the region. The
signed by the government of the DRC and U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees
25 rebel militia groups in January 2008. As said it was investigating reports that
of Monday, Nov. 3, a rebel spokesman said some camps for displaced persons had
they were keeping a cease-fire in order for been “forcibly emptied, looted, and
burned.” They remain concerned for the
aid to reach displaced Congolese.
Authorities report that despite the cease fate of the 50,000 displaced people living
fire, many aid organizations refused or in these camps and makeshift settle
were reluctant to venture out to help the ments. Yet the UNHCR staff reported
homeless. Oxfam and other international that the situation in Goma has remained
aid agencies said they had made the diffi- tense, but relatively calm,
cult decision to evacuate international staff The top U.S. diplomat for Africa said
from Goma. According to Babou Amane, Friday that she was confident the deadly
deputy spokesman for the National conflict won't grow into “something that
Congress for the Defense of the People, looks like genocide.” Assistant Secretary
Tutsi rebel forces had retreated about nine of State Jendayi Frazer, who visited
miles north of the city of Goma to create a Thursday with Congo President Joseph
Kabila, stated, “We understand the need
“humanitarian corridor.”
Gen Nkunda, leader of the Tutsi rebels, for the Rwandans and the Congolese to
reported to the BBC the goal of his forces work together to try to end the human
was to protect his Tutsi community from crisis that's unfolded.”
When questioned about the possible
attack by Rwandan Hutu rebels, who are
accused of taking part in the 1994 genocide. danger that the rebels could overrun Goma,
Correspondents report that competition for Frazer said tensions seemed to be lessenthe area’s mineral wealth is fueling the con- ing. He noted, however, that the potential
flict as much as ethnic clashes are.
for conflict to escalate further is still a real
Mobile clinics are currently being set up, danger. The prospect of lessening tensions
dispensing necessities such as water to the can hardly be seen as comforting to the
thousands of displaced residents. Luckily, thousands of displaced individuals desper
there have been no major epidemics or dis- ately in need of humanitarian assistance.
ease-related health concerns thus far.
Currently, the U.N. Security Council
However, there have been a few reported has taken no action to respond to a request
isolated incidents of cholera. This could eas for temporary reinforcements, but said
ily be exacerbated, as many of the popula some of its peacekeepers could be rede
tion that have fled are staying in vacant ployed from elsewhere in the Congo to
schools, in churches, and even outside.
back up those in Goma.
by

F
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The Americas
Cuba: U.S.-Cuba Trade Embargo Remains
On Friday, the final day of the IberoAmerican
Summit in El Salvador, Latin American leaders
urged the United States to repeal its 47-year-old
trade embargo against Cuba. These leaders believe
that the “unilateral” embargo harms the Cuban peo
ple and is unacceptable.
This plea results from the U.N. General Assembly’s
request last week that the U.S. lift the trade embargo
imposed in 1962, for the 17th consecutive year. The
U.S., however, lists the country as a state sponsor of
terrorism. The embargo was even tightened under
President Bush’s two terms in office.
The final vote against the embargo was 185 to three
with two abstentions. Israel and Palau joined the U.S.
in supporting the embargo, which has been in place
since John F. Kennedy was president. Barack Obama
has said as president he would ease the embargo
under certain conditions.
Mexico: Calderon Urges End to Drug Trafficking
The Mexican drug war has been a great challenge
for the country for many years, but finding the drug
traffickers has been an even greater obstacle to
overcome. Many of the mug shots of drug traffick
ers that appear in the Mexican press show surlylooking roughnecks glaring menacingly at the cam
era, but not everyone involved in the narcotics trade

fits that part.
The traffickers are inconspicuous: Men and
women, young and old, bureaucrats, elites, and
employees found as high up as the federal attorney
general’s office could be involved in the drug trade.
They have been known to feed secret information to
drug cartels in exchange for suitcases full of cash.
“I’m convinced that to stop the crime, we first
have to get it out of our own house,” stated President
Felipe Calderon, who has tried to make fighting drug
trafficking a crucial part of his presidency.
There has been evidence in the past that highlevel government offices have been involved in the
drug trade. In 2005, a spy working for a drug cartel
was discovered working in the president’s office
and accused of feeding traffickers information on
the movements of Vicente Fox, who was the presi
dent at the time.
On Tuesday, Calderon made a speech urging
Mexicans to put their country first and respect the
laws above all else.
“We need a stronger society, a society that lives
the principle of legality with conviction, that
encourages, promotes, spreads and educates its
children with values,” he said.

by

Jenny Arvanaghi ’10 and
Lorraine Dalton ’ll

Middle East
Iraq: Downward Trend in US. Death Toll
The monthly U.S. troop death toll in Iraq
is down by almost 50 percent in October,
which is a sign of growing security gains
across the nation.
There have been 13 U.S. troop deaths in
Iraq in October compared to 25 in
September. It is the second-lowest monthly
troop death toll in the war. July was the low
est with 11 deaths.
Listing figures from the Interior, Health,
and Defense ministries, a U.S. military offi
cial said 278 civilians were killed and 464
wounded this month, compared with 359
killed and 705 wounded in September. The
official said it is likely the lowest monthly
civilian death toll since the February 2006
bombing of Al-Askariya Mosque in
Samarra, an event that caused widespread
sectarian warfare.
Of the 13 Americans killed in October, six
died in noncombat incidents and seven in
hostilities. Of the 11 killed in July, five died
in noncombat incidents and six in hostilities.
The military official called the downward
trend “a positive indication of the increased
security throughout the country.” However,
he cautioned, “We do not judge the success
of our operations based on casualties or
deaths. Coalition forces are focused on
bringing stability and security to the people
of Iraq.”

Colombia: Uribe Prosecutes Human Rights Violations
Colombia’s U.S.-backed security forces are
engaging in “systematic and widespread extrajudi
cial executions” of innocent civilians as part of their
counterinsurgency campaign, according to a top

Asia

United Nations diplomat.
Speaking in Bogota after a weeklong fact-finding
tour, Navi Pillay, the U.N. High Commissioner for
Human Rights, said the scale of the killings could
constitute a “crime against humanity” under interna
tional law, adding that international courts could
intervene if the Colombian government was “unwill
ing or unable” to handle the investigations itself.
Her comments came three days after Colombian
President Alvaro Uribe fired 25 army officers and non
commissioned officers, including three generals and 11
colonels. They were charged for alleged involvement
or negligence in a case involving the forced disappear
ance and summary executions of at least 11 young men
from a poor Bogota suburb this year.
Although Pillay welcomed the move, she said
Saturday that she hoped it would be the start—not
the end—of a thorough process to improve the
human rights record of the Colombian military.

China: Spiking of Milk is Open Secret
According to the accounts of farmers and
others with knowledge of the milk industry,
the routine spiking of milk with illicit sub
stances was an open secret in China’s dairy
region, even before the melamine-laced milk
sickened and killed Chinese babies.
Farmers in the Hebei province say that
“protein powder” of often-uncertain origin
has been employed for years as a cheap way
to help the milk of undernourished cows fool
dairy companies’ quality checks.
Big companies caught on though, and
some additive makers switched to toxic
melamine to evade detection. Melamine is
very similar to protein in lab tests but can
cause severe kidney damage.
This past weekend, worries about the
extent of contamination in China’s food sup
ply escalated. Melamine was discovered in
eggs in Hong Kong and mainland China
which caused Beijing to call for a nation
wide crackdown to stop the contamination
of animal feed, believed to be the source of
melamine in eggs.
The Agriculture Ministry has found
melamine in 2.4 percent of the feed it has
checked since mid-September and has
destroyed or confiscated more than 3,600 tons.
One farmer from the Hebei province said
that additives have long helped farmers fool
dairy company tests for protein, fat content,
and freshness. Some farmers also add hydro
gen peroxide as an antimicrobial.
Farmers and Chinese authorities say some
manufacturers offered a new version of pro
tein powder about two years ago that could
still fool dairies that had caught on to other
protein additives.
Dozens of companies producing “pro
tein powder” even advertise online, but
many of the links have been shut down
since the melamine scandal became public
in early September.

Ecuador: Correa Accuses CIA ofMilitary Hacking

An Ecuadorian presidential commission has concluded
that U.S. intelligence services infiltrated the nation’s mili
tary and police and supported a cross-border incursion by
Colombian troops that killed a top rebel commander.
Following the attack on the Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia camp inside Ecuador on March
1, 2008, President Rafael Correa accused the CIA of
infiltrating his nation’s intelligence services and
appointed a commission to investigate.
The body alleged in the report that the CIA
bought information from Ecuador’s military and
had prior knowledge of the raid, said Defense
Minister Javier Ponce, who read highlights of the
findings to reporters. So far, no one from the U.S.
Embassy has been available to comment.
The findings cited an alleged phone call from the
CIA announcing the attack to an unidentified per
son in Ecuador, purported calls from a former
colonel in Ecuador’s military intelligence to
Colombian intelligence services, and the arrival of
a CIA airplane at a U.S. anti-drug base in Ecuador
in late Feb., 2008, as evidence.
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European Union: Members Not Immune to
Struggling Global Economy
The financial crisis is affecting the global econ
omy more each day. The European Commission
recently predicted that the economy in the 15
countries that use the euro will barely grow at all
and only expand 0.1 percent.
The currency zone’s largest economies will
come to a standstill or shrink, it said in its latest
economic outlook, with Germany, France and
Italy not growing at all.
Ireland and Spain will see output fall and jobless
lines and deficits swell, said the EU executive.
Among EU members that do not use the euro,
Britain’s economy will slip into recession with
minus one percent growth, while Baltic states
Estonia and Latvia will also see negative growth.
The labor market should deteriorate sharply
next year, with unemployment in the euro-zone
climbing to 8.4 percent in 2009 from a decade
low of seven percent at the end of 2007.
Spain: Zapatero Allows Delay on Mortgage Debt

In an effort to stimulate Spain’s economy, the
socialist government is permitting about a half
million families to delay some of their mortgage
payments for two years.
The relief plan permits families in financial cri
sis, with mortgages up to €170,000 ($212,000), to
delay half of their monthly mortgage payments,
up to €500 ($625) per month.
The delays could start on Jan. 1, 2009, and
extend through Dec. 31,2010. After that, the fam
ilies would have 10 years to pay back the delayed
payments to the banks.
The relief plan, which Spanish Prime Minister
Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero announced last
week, also aims to provide new job incentive
measures to around 500,000 unemployed workers.
Zapatero’s announcement came just after the
European Union Commission confirmed that
Spain is heading toward recession next year, with
the unemployment rate, currently at 11.3 percent,
predicted to increase to 15 percent.

Africa
Zambia: Banda New Zambian President
On Sunday, a veteran ruling-party member was
sworn in as the new president of Zambia: 72year-old Rupiah Banda, who has been interim
Kresident since the death of President Levy
Mwanawasa in August. Banda promises to con
tinue the free-market policies of a government
that greatly expanded trade with China and one of
the world’s top copper producers.
Banda was sworn in immediately after the
election results were published and is expected
to serve the remaining three years of office. “I
promise to be an agent of continuity, good gov
ernance, and will campaign against corrup
tion,” Banda stated at his inauguration ceremo
ny. “I also promise to fight poverty because
poverty is demeaning.”
One of Banda’s immediate priorities will be
dealing with the collapse in the price of copper,
Zambia’s main export. He also wants to continue
his predecessor’s strong links with China. Under
Mwanawasa, foreign investment increased from
$71.7 million in 2001 to an estimated $4 billion
in 2008, with $1 billion of that from China.

Zimbabwe: Global Fund Grants Jeopardized
The international organization Global Fund
donated $7.3 million to Zimbabwe only to find
that the money was not spent to combat AIDS,
malaria, tuberculosis, and other deadly dis

eases as it was intended. Zimbabwe also jeop
ardizes a $188 million Global Fund grant to
Zimbabwe that was due for consideration by
the fund’s board on Friday.
This breakdown in trust between the Global
Fund and Zimbabwe comes at a time when human
itarian aid is crucial to the country and casts further
doubt on the willingness of Western donors to con
tinue to contribute money to this nation.
There were about 2.7 million cases of malaria
among Zimbabwe’s 12 million people in the
World Health Organization’s most recent esti
mates. The Global Fund demands that Zimbabwe
return the money that was donated to them.
According to Zimbabwean officials they have not
repaid the money because they don’t have enough
foreign currency.
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The Legacy
of President
George Bush
by Joe Sirianni ’10
Commentary Staff

POLITICS
For just under a year now, the election
has dominated the media. Little attention
has been paid to the activity of the exist
ing administration. Now that we can
breathe again, knowing who will be
residing in the White House over the
next four years, once more the question
will be posed about our current presi
dent: What will be the legacy of George
W. Bush? Most of the national polls
have put the president’s approval ratings
in the mid-twenty percent range. The
mainstream media has all but written off
the possibility of a positive legacy for
the conservative president. But is this
viewpoint premature? How can you dis
cuss the legacy of a president before he
has left office?
The only way to comment on future
history is to look at the past. Take the
Civil Rights movement for example. A
decent amount of the American public
opposed the Civil Rights Act. In fact,
when it passed in 1964, thirty percent of
the House voted in opposition. Today
however, virtually everyone would rec
ognize that it was on the right side of
history. So does the popular opinion of
the day really matter, or does history
have a funny way of deciding itself?
President Bush has often reflected on
what he expected his presidency to be
about: tax cuts, the reworking of social
security, education reform, and the
transformation of the military from the
structure needed during the Cold War to
an adaptable force more concentrated on
dealing with small-scale conflict. He
didn’t ask for the events of Sept. 11, but
they happened; as did the severe eco
nomic downturn that followed. As a
result, George Bush "became a wartime
president. Both the Sept. 11 attacks and
the Iraq war will be how history judges
and remembers him by.
What if the Middle East is a stable
region in twenty or thirty years? The
brutal threat of radical Islamic terrorism
has ceased to exist, and Iraq is a flour
ishing democracy that has spread its ide
ologies for freedom to its neighbors.
How will Americans and the rest of the
world perceive the Bush Presidency? In
a speech about the future of Iraq in 2003,
the president stated it is “presumptuous
and insulting” to suggest that Iraq, or
any Muslim country for that matter,
would be unable to move towards a dem
ocratic state. The president further stat
ed, “Human cultures can be vastly dif
ferent. Yet the human heart desires the
same good things everywhere on Earth. .
.human beings are the same.” After the
Second World War it was largely disput
ed that Japan and Germany would be
capable of integrating and maintaining
the values and institutions of democracy.
This turned out to not be the case.
The effectiveness in which the wars
in Afghanistan and Iraq were planned
and carried out can be fairly argued,
however we must not forget the
resounding support the president had
from Congress, the majority of the
media, and the American public in many
of the decisions that are now ostracized.
President Bush is responsible for many
of the failures of the Iraq war yes; how
ever he is also responsible for its suc
cesses.
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Catastrophic New Foreign Policy
Preemptive strikes in sovereign nations to counter terrorism jeapordizes American credibility
by Andrew Sparks ’09
Commentary Staff

Last Tuesday, Secretary of Defense
Robert M. Gates stated that the United
States would hold “fully accountable”
any country or group that aids in the
acquisition or use of
nuclear,
chemical or bio
POLITICS
logical weapons.
As The New York
Times reports, this last statement is the
most expansive so far in Post 9/11 deter
rence policies, as the previous policy jus
tified overwhelming military force
against a country that “directly attacked
the United States or its allies with uncon
ventional weapons.” While the new state
ment opens the door to diplomatic and
economic responses, the military implica
tions are also very far-reaching to an
unsettling degree.
One example is a US attack on a sus
pected Iraqi insurgent leader in Syria
two weeks ago, long before Secretary
Gate’s statement. Officials justified the
attack by claiming the administration
was acting under a new, more general
definition of self-defense. The new poli
cy, they claimed, justifies conventional
military strikes on militant targets in a
sovereign nation without that nation’s
consent if were unable or unwilling to
halt the threat on its own. The attack in
Syria has jeopardized U.S. efforts to
work with the Iraqi government to legal
ly keep troops in Iraq beyond the Dec. 31
timeline. The Iraqi government is now
fearful that Iraq will suffer retribution if
it allows U.S. troops based there to

attack neighboring countries under this
new definition.

This difficulty with the Iraqi govern
ment is just one of many diplomatic mis
steps that can be expected if the Bush
administration continues down this path.
Clearly the most troubling aspect of this
new policy and its repercussions is the
isolating effect it will inevitably have.
These worries are amplified considering
this same administration led the United
States into Iraq without consulting allied
nations or constructing a comprehensive
coalition. By doing so it went far beyond
the deliberate and justified response that
served as the basis for the war in
Afghanistan. To allow preemptive mili
tary strikes under this new self-defense
policy will succeed only in isolating and
alienating the United States. That is
because any urgent and necessary count
er-terrorism response in the future will be
made much more difficult as a result of

this latest step, which will disrupt serious
dialogue with would-be allies.
Attacks on suspected terrorists in sov
ereign nations like Syria without explicit
consent from those nations will further
diminish the United State’s already shaky
credibility abroad. Moreover, the secre
tive nature of this decision—formed sole
ly by administration officials and pub
licly expressed only after an actual mili
tary strike in a sovereign nation—can
only be seen as a track-covering device.
The timing of the statement too could
not have been worse, since a president
elect will have been chosen by the time
this article is published. Besides inherit
ing an unpopular war, the new adminis
tration will now have to navigate an even
more precarious diplomatic situation in
the Middle East. Each country in the
region must now wonder if and when the
United States will unilaterally decide to
use military force against it to attack ter
rorist suspects. The new policy is wrong
to assume that countries with terrorist
suspects in them know about and tacitly
harbor those suspects. On the other hand,
supposed dependency upon US intelli
gence and military response is terribly
condescending when the sovereign nation
is given the ultimatum: deal with this
threat or else we will.
In short, the ever expanding definitions
of what constitutes a terrorist organiza
tion or terrorist act is only made worse by
this latest move, made by a lame-duck
administration while Americans are pre
occupied with the Presidential election.
This is clearly not the best long-term pol
icy to combat terrorism and restore
America’s reputation abroad.

Media Bias Fails to Fault Obama
Mark Scirocco ’10
Commentary Staff

by

POLITICS
Two studies have recently been pub
lished indicating a substantial bias in the
mainstream media’s coverage of the
2008 election.
The Project for Excellence in Journalism
concluded that, since the end of the parties’
political conventions, the media’s portrayal
of Republican Sen. John McCain has been
three times as negative as that of Democrat
Sen. Barack Obama. Howard Kutz of The
Washington Post reports on the study: “Fifty
seven percent of the print and broadcast sto
ries about the Republican nominee were
decidedly negative.. .while 14 percent were
positive.” Meanwhile, “Obama's coverage
was more balanced. . .with 36 percent of the
stories clearly positive, 35 percent neutral or
mixed and 29 percent negative.”
Last week, a study published by the
Center for Media and Public Affairs found
similar results. Examining comments made
on news networks ABC, CBS and NBC over
the past two months, the center found that
such networks “reflected positively on
Obama in 65 percent of cases, compared to
31 percent of cases with regards to McCain.”
As Robert Lichter, a George Mason
University professor and head of the center
notes, “For whatever reason, the media are
portraying Barack Obama as a better choice
for president than John McCain. If you
watch the evening news, you’d think you
should vote for Obama.”
Ironically, it was Fox News that rated
most balanced in the study, with Brit Hume’s
“Special Report,” which airs at the same
time as the network newscasts, showing
“more balance than any of the network
broadcasters, although it was dominated by

negative evaluations of both campaigns.”
Perhaps Obama, who repeatedly denounced
Fox News on the campaign trail, holds the
channel in low esteem because it is the only
network which refuses to give him a free
pass on the issues.
Over the course of the campaign, the
main-steam media has amplified the left’s
mantra that Republicans are the party of the
rich. For instance, during the summer, the
media replayed clips of McCain comment
ing on how many houses he owns. When it
was revealed that the McCain campaign paid
a large sum of money for Gov. Sarah Palin’s
clothes and wardrobe, the Republican ticket
was characterized as hypocritical.

"-------------------------------The left
has an unfortunate
habit of dismissing the
facts in order to make their
theories credible.

-------------------------------- "
The left, however, has an unfortunate
habit of dismissing the facts in order to make
their theories credible. Let’s take a look at
some of the ways Sen. Obama has ignored
the needs of the less fortunate.
In late August, it was revealed that Sen.
Obama has a long-lost half-brother living in
a shackled hut in Kenya. As the UK
Telegraph reports, the 26-year-old George
Hussein Onyango Obama is the “youngest of
the presidential candidate’s half-brothers.”
He told the Italian edition of Vanity Fair,
“No one knows who I am. . .I live here on
less than a dollar a month.”
In addition, just last week The UK Times
reported that Sen. Obama has an impover
ished aunt living in a rundown public hous
ing estate in South Boston. The Times

writes, while Sen. Obama has lived one ver
sion of the American Dream, “a few miles
from where the Democratic presidential
candidate studied at Harvard,” his aunt,
Zeituni Onyango, has “a contrasting
American story.” Boston Housing Authority
director, quoted in The Boston Herald, calls
Obama’s aunt “an exemplary resident,”
who has lived in public housing for over
five years. Much like Obama’s Kenyan
half-brother, no one knew of her relation.
Obama affectionately referred to his “Aunt
Zeituni” in his autobiography Dreams from
My Father. Her identity has been confirmed
by the Obama campaign.
Before passing such information off as
irrelevant, consider the treatment McCain or
Palin would receive were they to have close
relatives living in squalor. We can guess that
the left’s reaction would be similar to the
treatment Sarah Palin was subjected to when
it was discovered that her 17-year old
daughter was pregnant.
Furthermore, with the release of the
candidates’ tax returns, it was revealed
that Sen. Obama and his wife Michelle
earned $4.2 million last year, with $3.9
million coming from book deals. Obama’s
massive income is interesting to consider
in light of his promise to “spread the
wealth around.” Ironically, Sarah Palin
and her husband reported the lowest
income of all the candidates.
Such facts make clear that there is much
that we do not know about Sen. Obama. Of
those who attempt to delve into his back
ground, Obama has made explicit how they
are to be dealt with. In the days before the
election, the The New York Post, Dallas
Morning News, and The Washington Times,
all papers that endorsed Sen. McCain, were
thrown off Obama’s campaign plane.
Perhaps such silencing of inquiry and crit
icism is a glimpse of what is to come for all
who disapprove of The One.
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“Red Bull gives you reliiigion.

Letters to the Editor:
Both sides are responsible for misinterpretation of the Constitution
When I saw that one of the featured arti
cles in the Oct. 23 issue of The Cowl dis
cussed the adherence of our presidential
candidates to the Constitution, I was pleas
antly surprised. As a Libertarian, this is an
issue of great concern to me, as well as one
that I feel is woefully neglected by the main
stream media. Upon reading this commen
tary by Mark Scirocco, however, I was dis
appointed to find it a one-sided and wholly
inadequate treatment of the topic.
Unfortunately, Scirocco demonstrates an
alarming inability to examine both sides of
the issue critically. In a piece worthy of FOX
News, he argues that constitutional breaches
are unique to members of the Democratic
Party and its many sympathizers throughout
our society. Scirocco would have us believe
that the Republicans in general, and Sen.
John McCain in particular, are the valiant
guardians of the Constitution, defending it
tirelessly against an unceasing assault from
the Left. By any objective measure, this
notion is nothing short of absurd. Let me
clarify that the current Republican adminis
tration has engaged in some of the most
egregious violations of our Constitution ever
to take place. The callous disregard they
have expressed for both the letter and the
spirit of the law is unprecedented. This is an
administration that sees nothing wrong with
abducting American citizens and foreigners
alike, holding them indefinitely without
charge, denying them legal counsel, and

subjecting them to torture. It is the same
administration that claims the authority to
monitor the Internet use, medical and library
records, and phone conversations of its citi
zens. It is an administration led by a presi
dent who regularly abuses the function of
executive orders and signs statements to
decide, sometimes secretly, which bills and
laws he chooses to enforce. It should be
noted, for the record, that both Sen. John
McCain and Sen. Barack Obama have voted
in favor of the PATRIOT Act, which made
many of these measures possible. Scirocco
is correct in his advocacy for an originalist
interpretation of the Constitution, and his
criticism of politicians and judges who view
it as a “living document” subject to their
every whim.
Unfortunately, it is obvious that both
major parties and their presidential candi
dates have no qualms about manipulating
the supreme law of the land to fit their needs.
All American citizens should understand the
strict limits on government imposed by the
Constitution, and recognize the blatant dis
dain for these limits exhibited by the vast
majority of our elected officials. If we are to
correct this perilous situation, we must
transform that recognition and our resulting
anger into action, starting in the voting booth
and continuing until we have leaders who
respect the laws they swear to uphold.

Bush: How will History
View Our President?
continued from page 11:
Many presidents who are now looked
upon as great—Theodore Roosevelt,
Harry S. Truman, Abraham Lincoln—
were all ridiculed and disparaged in their
time. Generations later, their greatness
has been redefined. It is natural for peo
ple to disprove of their leaders in times of
hardship. Currently America is still at
war and the economy has shown few
signs of recovering in the near future. It
is expected that the American people will
put the blame on President Bush. It is not
uncommon for him to be referred to as
one of the worst presidents. History will
only remember the big picture.
Eisenhower and Truman were also called
the “worst presidents” in their day. In
fact, Truman can best be compared to
Bush in the fact that he too was a wartime
president. He greatly expanded the pow
ers of the presidency and employed
aggressive intervention towards foreign
initiatives that eventually lead to war.
The
National
Security
Agency,
Department of Defense, and CIA were all
products of Truman’s administration.
According to a Gallop Poll taken a
month after his departure in 1953,
Truman left office with an approval rat

ing of 22 percent, making him one of the
most unpopular presidents
ever.
Nonetheless, recent polls rank Truman
as one of the top 10 presidents in the
country’s history. Interestingly enough,
they also rank President William
Jefferson Clinton as one of the greatest
presidents in history. Yet 50 years from
now, what will be the identity of the
Clinton presidency? What will people
remember him for? Will it be the report
ed budget surplus at the end of his sec
ond term, the creation of NAFTA, mas
sive welfare reform; or will it be the
monumental scandal and subsequent
threat of impeachment that was the
result of him cheating on his wife?
Chief executives are judged harshly, and
for good reason. The truth is that leaders
are remembered for their decisions that
direct matters of great historical signifi
cance. Bush was tested during his terms in
office, and his actions will matter for years
to come. Whether he will be judged harsh
ly in the future cannot be known in the
present. One thing is for certain: History
often has a way of reevaluating even the
most decisive of verdicts.

—Joe Miller’10
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A Slice of Paradise and Tangents and Tirades
a Few Lessons Learned
by

Michael Pettinari ’09
Commentary Staff
TRAVEL

Jack Kerouac writes in On the Road,
“Think about that when all the golden
land’s ahead of you and all kinds of unfore
seen events wait lurking to surprise you
and make you glad you’re alive to see.”
This one time, I went to Bermuda with a
bunch of crazy people. It was great. I want
to go back.
We learn a lot about people when we are
forced to live in the same rooms in exotic
places. It’s a perfect scene. The smell of
morning air, blowing lightly from the
east/northeast at approximately eight miles
per hour. The rising sun over a picturesque
lighthouse that draws you in with its yel
low gas-lit glow. The sounds of fishermen,
starting their engines to go get the day’s
catch that you will eat that night at dinner.
And then a snore. A dull, loud snore.
Four days in paradise with my friends
(ironically, the majority of whom are from
a 25-mile radius in central Connecticut,
but had never met before college), was
really one of those times you read about in
Rolling Stone. You know: the small-town
boy, desperate to be a writer, goes on a
cross-country venture with the hottest
band on their first headline tour. I felt like
that kid.
We got to Bermuda at approximately
1:30 p.m., Bermuda time, which is an hour
ahead of us here. We got to the hotel at, I’d
say, around 1:35 p.m., Bermuda time. The
airport was five minutes from the hotel.
Convenient. By the time we unpacked, put
our bathing suits on and all that, we had
lost about a 30 minutes or so. It was now
2:05 p.m., Bermuda time.
That gave us 78 hours and 15 minutes to
be irresponsible.
The property we were on offered a vari
ety of activities for young newlyweds,
middle-aged anniversary celebrators, and
incredibly old couples. The kind you look
at and think, if that’s me in 70 years some
one shoot my oxygen tank and blow me up
like Jaws. Seriously though, how do they
get those people on a plane? The best part
about the place was that the drinks were
free. And they were right on the beach.
And they had a shuffleboard court.
Needless to say, there are only so many
things you can do at an all inclusive place
once, maybe twice. And.we did them all.
Cave swimming, snorkeling, sailing one of
those tiny sailboats into a marina full of
multi-million dollar yachts. Name it. It
was done—under the influence of raspber
ry margaritas. With cherries.
Virgin raspberry margaritas, of course.
It was an eye-opening trip. I didn’t
know I could travel by myself like that. I
also didn’t know homeless men from
Bermuda led such interesting lives. But
then again, I didn’t know much about
much. Until I went on this trip.
I didn’t know Bermuda is the most
densely populated island on Earth. I did
n’t know that there are only, like, seven
native species to the island. I didn’t
know seals liked to bite people’s hands,
despite what that sign told me. I didn’t
know a lot of things.

Did you know that you can smoke five
and three-quarters of a pack of Marlboro
Menthol cigarettes in three days? You can.
I don’t recommend trying it though. Did
you know that the official rum of Bermuda
is Black Seal? It’s dark. And stormy.
And I especially didn’t know how much
I would learn about the seven other people
I was with.
How many of you can say you have a
6’4” giant of a friend, a real tough kid, who
knows every word to every Backstreet
Boys song ever made? How many of you
can say you have a friend who remembers
every old Nickelodeon show, and is will
ing to discuss, at length, its overall mes
sage about life and the metaphysics behind
giving babies toy screwdrivers?
Better yet, how many of you out there
have a friend who is willing to break into
the hotel bar and steal four six-packs,
because the liquor was draining faster than
the stars? Who has that couple, who is in
your group of friends? Traveling with
them is a whole different experience. You
know they love each other. They have to. I
mean, if I have to be subjected to listening
to why her favorite fish in a tank full of
similar fish is that one, chances are you
lead a great relationship.
How many of you have a girl friend out
there who knows more about a football
team than you thought you did? How many
of you, my three readers, have a friend
who has to call a certain bartender named
Richard by his nickname, even though he
has asked very politely for him to stop?
Several times.
Who can say all of these things? Many
of you, probably. But I didn’t know I could
until I traveled with these people.
Traveling the world should be a goal on
anyone’s list of things to do. In my opin
ion, we should all have a list of the hun
dred places we have to see before we die.
You learn things about your companions
when you travel, but you learn about your
self as well. And even better, you realize
that at the same time, they are learning
something about you.
Ask them how I handle plane rides. Or
ask them my favorite type of fish. Or bet
ter yet, ask them how well I handle men
acing cement walls. They’ll tell you a
couple things.
On the plane ride back we were all
assigned seats that were not only not near
each other, they were so far apart that we
couldn’t see each other. I was forced to sit
in the exit row. See, if you knew how I
handled flights, you’d get why that’s
funny. Because I grew annoyed with the
lady from Boston with an overbearing
accent and the creepy minister from
Bermuda, and because I could only focus
on the inevitability of the plane going
down, I sat with my iPod on and thought
about the whirlwind that was my weekend.
This article is the only thing I got.
Literally, it’s on Delta napkins.
We landed in Boston’s Logan
International Airport at approximately
4:55 p.m., Boston time. That gave us
approximately three and a half hours to
catch the Red Sox game. With about 24
hours to complete any and all work that
was due the next day. And left us the rest
of our lives to try and put the pieces of the
weekend back together. I’m happy I went.
And so is my broken knuckle.

High Fives & Nose Dives
High Fives: Obama is elected the 44th President ofthe United States ofAmerica!

The Smith Centerfor the Performing Arts Production ofCharley’s Aunt Kudos to everyone
who worked so hard to bring the production to life!

The return of the Halloween holiday. This past weekend I experienced my first
Halloween as a college student. I had a good idea of what the night would be like
here at PC (hundreds of elaborately-costumed Eaton Street wanderers), but what I
noticed most about the holiday was realized weeks ago. I started thinking about
what I was going to be for Halloween earlier this year than I ever had before. For
some reason, I felt a need to have an awesome costume and judging by the many
creative get-ups I saw last weekend, most of you did too. It seemed like you had to
dress up for Halloween and I’ve never felt that kind of pressure from this holiday
before—especially not in recent years. There is no question that the “I’m too cool
to dress up for Halloween” mindset of the early teenage years has been completely
extinguished, and the thought that Halloween gets less important with age is cer
tainly untrue. I guess our rediscovered love for this holiday is a comment on our
character, as we probably value enjoying ourselves over almost everything else at
this point in our lives.—Chris Slavin ’12

The end.
So the election is finally over. People have voted, they have had their
say, and now we have a new president. (I am assuming this is true as I am writing
this before Tuesday.) Hopefully, America has decided that we need a change and
voted to elect Senator Barack Obama. If they have not, then I am seriously disap
pointed. But like the rest of America, I will wait until all the results come in before
I start celebrating or complaining. I am just so excited that the election is finally
over. I am a politics junkie but what has been happening lately has had nothing to
do with politics. It has been a whole lot of name calling and diversionary tactics that
pull people away from the issues. If I hear “Joe the Plumber” one more time, I am
turning off the television. The point is that I hope people have weighed all the real
issues and voted accordingly and not the ridiculous faux-issues that both campaigns
have been throwing at each other, and that the best man for this time gets the job
(hint: Obama).—Andy Kowal ’10
I’ll do it tomorrow...
It isn’t easy to get motivated on a Sunday afternoon to do
all the schoolwork that for the whole weekend you were pretending you didn’t have.
There are so many other things that seem to be more important: Going for a walk,
catching up on your favorite shows that you missed during the week, hanging out
with friends, or just plain old sleeping. Then it gets to the point where you do laun
dry or even clean your room to avoid doing the work. That’s when you know it’s
desperate; you’re doing work to avoid working. It gets down to the home stretch.
Eleven o’clock and you’re just thinking about starting it. Sit down, turn the comput
er on. . .check your e-mail and Facebook, maybe play a round or two of solitaire,
and then before you know it, 12:00 a.m. has passed and it’s already Monday! In the
end, that’s the best time to start work anyway. Sunday is, after all, your day of rest,
so procrastinate and enjoy every second of it.—Ben Perry ’10

Shed some light on this. Why is it that no matter what one does to keep light out
of his or her room in order to sleep in, it is to no avail? Is it because the shades—if
not taped to the window—never fully cover the sides and light can creep in? Is it
because Daylight Savings Time caused our world to get ridiculously dark? Other
than these, I think the real culprit in this case is hallway light. Not only is the hall
way light very unnecessary to be continuously on in the hallways of our dorms for
the environment’s sake, but it contributes to irritable light in the mornings. If PC
were to turn off every other hallway light in all the dorms on campus, it would do
more than just save electricity. It would allow for students to use the bathroom in
the middle of the night without the unwelcome blinding light pouring in from the
hallways. In the mornings, especially when those dreaded 8:30s come all too soon,
any additional annoyance seemingly becomes the biggest deal in the world. But in
all honesty: Do the hallway lights need to continually shine 24/7? If the hallway
lights were reduced, PC students would be better able to enjoy the few mornings in
which one gets to sleep in.—Jeff Gahan ’12
Halloween made me realize one thing: Strawberry Twizzler Pull-n-Peels are a major
let-down. Not only are the classic Twizzlers much tastier, the strawberry flavor makes the
whole ordeal all the more disparaging to the taste buds. The artificial flavoring tastes like
cough medicine and Pull-n-Peel licorice never pulls off in a perfect string. There is
always a little fleck of the peel left on the remaining stick and it makes me so O.C.D. that
I just throw the whole thing away and start over. The commercials for this candy are sim
ply another example of false advertising. No one is able to make words out of Twizzler
string, never mind faces and shapes. This is simply hyperbole and has been pissing me
off since I was five. There are so many candies that used to bum me out when I was a lit
tle tyke. I felt completely ripped off when I would get Smarties, which are just lumps of
dried sugar, Tootsie Rolls (why don’t you just be a little more creative?), and of course
the worst—Mary Janes. They are not even good and it feels like your teeth are going to
fall out of your face. And then there were the people, mainly the old people, who would
give you one piece of candy on Halloween. Of course it was never good candy, it was
always frigging Necco wafers. Thanks, but no thanks. And if you are going to buy Pulln-Peel, make damn sure it is cherry.—Jenn DiPirro ’12

You don’t say. . .
Political correctness, for all intents and purposes, is dead.
Those who maintain its continued existence are quickly becoming relatively obso
lete, as obscenity is gradually transformed into a legitimate and even, among some
circles, favored form of communication. George Carlin’s obstreperous spectacle
concerning the seven words you CANNOT say on television has finally resonated.
As the apocalypse emerges on the distant horizon, a few “poopoos” and “peepees”
aren’t exactly the top priority. Which brings me to the absurd approach of bleeping
out swears. Take Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction as an example. When the boomerang dia
logue appears in a mottled, maimed, conspicuously incomplete form on network
TV, the film plays like a parodic martial arts flick out of the early 1960s. If we allow
a certain measure of profanity into the cultural atmosphere, I prophesy that it would
soon be accepted into the healthy bosom of our national Zeitgeist. Either that or
Lady Liberty will be waiting in a dark alleyway with an enormous bar of Dial, ready
to pounce at the next sorry offender. If the entire spectrum of “dirty words” is
ignored, then we, my friends, are effectively disregarding a remarkable portion of
our precious American tradition.—Matt Miller ’09

The PC Men s Soccer win against Villanova. With a score in the last minute and a half, the
win was just the first in the Big East tournament!
Nose Dives: Problems with PC-Secure. If you live anywhere on upper or lower campus,
you’re out of range for the new wireless network...

Jazzman s Cafe displaying a Christmas tree...already! We here at The Cowl believe that holi
days should follow in consecutive order. Therefore, we want a turkey, NOT a Christmas tree.
Technically it’s still autumn, people!
—Jackie Kramer ’10
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Remembering Brother Kevin
April 20, 1936November 4, 2008
" -----------------I loved Bro because he was

the closest person I knew to

God...so it was kind of like

having my personal
liason to God.
Maureen Kitson ’10

44

"--------------------

Just knowing Brother, the

I wear the livery of a

thing was that he had sev
enty kids, and I’ve never

mighty army whose deeds

seen anyone sit at the

alone I cannot do.

meetings and come to
clubs with so much pride.

Blessed Jordan of Saxony, O.P.

He really is a model for

Providence College.
Anthony Valentino ’09

"---------------------Brother Kevin told me
that I could go down one-

way streets the wrong
way as long as you had a
priest in the car.
Rob Heald ’09

Friars Club
1996-1997
Pictures Courtesy of Friars Club and PC Archives and Special Collections
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Entertainment

by

Three Tall Pines
Rollicks and Rolls

Sarah Bidinger ’09
A&E Staff

Last Saturday evening found me and two very
tolerant roommates driving circles around South
Providence, searching for the Mediator Stage. We
were hoping to make it in time to hear Three Tall
Pines, a bluegrass band based out of the Boston
area, but our scribbled directions had lead us to a
quaint, residential neighborhood, and we thought
ourselves considerably lost. However, there were
several people milling about on the sidewalk, and
we were at the right address, so we figured we’d
park and check it out.
We found ourselves in a large, fresh-looking room
with high ceilings, shuttered windows, and a battered
piano tucked in a comer. Within seconds, we were
offered coffee, tea, Narragansetts, and our choice of the
best scats in the house. There were only about 20 peo
ple in the whole room, all chatting, eating, and laugh
ing. Band members Dan Bourdeau (lead vocals and
guitar), Joe Luigio (mandolin), Gian Pangara (upright
bass), and Emily Rideout (fiddle) were milling about,
personally thanking everyone for coming.
The band played a completely acoustic set, stand
ing amidst the chairs rather than on the small stage at
the front of the room; we were so close we could hear
them breathing. Eyes closed, Bourdeau and Lurgio
leaned into an imaginary circle, drawing the audience
in with their vocal harmonies and pickin’ skills.
Pangara cradled the neck of his bass, swaying as if he
were dancing with the most beautiful woman in the
world. He played with amazing technique, switching
between traditional walking bass and classical bow
ing. Rideout started on the outskirts of the band,
growing closer to the others as the night went on. She
was clearly the favorite: the band quieted every time
she drew her bow across the strings, grasping onto
each round and introspective note. Towards the end
of the concert, she began to sing along with the boys,
her clear voice softly soaring above their tenors.

As great musicians should, Three Tall Pines drew
the entire room into a community, and had all of us
tapping our feet together, breathing in rhythm with
every song. Acoustically, the room seemed built for
this night, delicately balancing each sound. The fid
dle swirled gently into the cavernous ceiling; man
dolin and guitar notes wove their way between the
chairs; the bass, strong and heart-wrenching, trav
eled up from the worn wooden floor, supporting the
whole band. For many moments, we were not in a
wintry neighborhood in Rhode Island, but on a star
lit mountain stage, swirling with hundreds of bare
foot dancers in hippy skirts and flannel.
One of the most touching songs of the evening
was Black Maria, a song about coal miners’
wives sitting by their windows, hoping a wagon
delivering the dead would go on past their homes.
Though Bourdeau prefaced the song by saying
none of them had ever mined coal, you couldn’t
tell by listening: they believed what they sang.
Nobody in the band could have been more than
30, but they sang with the wisdom, introspection,
and emotion of octogenarians looking wistfully
on their disappearing world. For a Virginia girl
who’s been too far from home for far too long,
this concert was just the thing I needed.
The Mediator Stage was a great, intimate venue,
and hosts a variety of musical acts on Saturday
evenings (usually at 8:00), along with open mic
nights every Thursday.
If there was ever an upstart band to support, it is
Three Tall Pines. They love their music, and they do
a great job playing it. You can learn more about
them on their Web site (www.threetallpines.com),
and buy their new CD Short While Ago, for only
$10.00--my roommates and I have been listening to
it non-stop since we bought it. Three Tall Pines will
return to Providence on Dec. 14 to play during a
BYOB brunch at the Liberty Elm Diner. Though
widely speculated upon after the concert, nobody
has been quite able to decide what the “B” stands
for: Brunch? Bread? Bananas? Beer on a Sunday
morning? Only time will tell. Hope to see you there.

John Edgar Wideman Reads for a Packed Feinstein
by

Neil Andrew Francisco ’10
A&E Staff

Life is about challenge. A good
challenge
pushes
someone
towards something bigger and bet
ter than what they are. When
someone challenges you to
become something better, it usual
ly takes overcoming some set
backs. You might have to give up
something you love. You might
have to step out of your comfort
zone or set aside personal goals, at
least temporarily. But the chal
lenge turns you into something
better. John Edgar Wideman is one
of those authors who challenge
you.
Wideman is a highly-celebrated
author who has won many awards
such
as
the
International
PEN/Faulkner award (twice) and
the O. Henry Award. He grew up
in Philadelphia and graduated
from the prestigious University of
Pennsylvania. He is the second
African-American to win a
Rhodes Scholarship, after Alain
LeRoy Locke, the philosopher
who is famous for writing on the
Harlem Renaissance (for Jeopardy
BRITANN1CA.COM

knowledge). Wideman’s most famous
books include Sent for You Yesterday,
Philadelphia Fire, and Brothers and
Keepers, a memoir about himself and his
brother, Robby. He currently teaches at
Brown University, and on November 4,
2008, the Providence College community
was blessed with the opportunity to hear
Professor Wideman speak.
Feinstein 400 quickly filled as students
came in for all different reasons. Some
were required to go for classes, others for
scholarships, others because they were
writing a piece for a certain publication on
it, and some just for the pleasure of being
there. Overall, I don’t believe I have seen
Feinstein 400 that full in a long time.
The talk started with Dr. Tuire
Valkeakari, of the Department of English,
introducing Wideman by informing the
crowd of the aforementioned books. She
mentioned how Wideman taught AfricanAmerican literature at an institution of
higher learning, much like herself. This
brought John Edgar Wideman to the podi
um in front of the attending members of the
PC community.
Wideman read some excerpts from his
short stories and a long passage from his
upcoming novel. What really got the
crowd’s attention was the passage from
his newest novel. It struck the fancy of

many members of the audience and
brought up some interesting questions after
Wideman was done reading. The author
read from a yellow pad, and he even men
tioned how much this meant to him
because this was the first time anyone had
heard any part of this novel. I don’t know
about the rest of the crowd, but it made me
feel pretty special.
Like much of his past work, the passage
was really dark and had a sort of
Faulknerian stream of consciousness style
and was written in a highly emotional,
cerebral, and complex way. The passage
started with the name “Clement,” and fol
lowed his main character, Marlow, as he
reflected upon the name which brought up
memories. Basing the story around, an
investigation in the execution of Louis Till,
the father of the hate-crime victim Emmett
Till, Wideman explained that the story was
supposed to be a commentary on the
American life. He asks if it still belongs to
the people of America. All of this coming
on a historic Election Day made the talk
much more intellectually stimulating.
Overall, Wideman’s presentation was
very interesting. His writing style is a lot
different from what I am used to reading,
and after hearing him talk in person, I am
inspired to pick up one of his books and
start reading.
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Your A&E Election Coverage
brought to you by John Vaghi ’10
and Annmarie Granstrand ’09.

In cased you missed it:

We got a new president!
The coverage of the
electoral event was
nothing short of
entertaining.

Return of the Vinyl Record
Out of the Blue and Back to the Black
by

Christopher Stadolnik ’10
A&E Staff

Vinyl sounds better. It’s as simple as
that. Real music is analog. And if your
music is not created organically then you
have more pressing issues to address than
deciding what format your next media
purchase will be on. My suggestion to you
is to divert the money you have been
spending on ecstasy and glow sticks
towards the acquisition of some good
music. After your sonic rebirth, return and
finish this article. Those to whom this does
not pertain may continue reading.
MP3 players are terribly convenient.
But their convenience comes at a price.
MP3 files are compressed by discarding
some of the actual content of the song. The
bit rate of MP3 files is generally 128 kbps
compared to 1,411.2 kbps for uncom
pressed music on a CD. This means that
when you listen to an MP3 you only listen

to about one tenth of the actual song.
CDs also have their drawbacks. They
offer a format with no audio degradation
and are functionally similar to vinyl
records. But unscrupulous music producers
have sacrificed CD music quality in favor
of louder mixes over the past decade and a
half. The music industry has made a com
mon practice of cutting the frequency
response ranges. The perceptible difference
between loud and quiet sounds in mixes is
so the playback can be made louder.
Why, then, are records superior?
They’re inconvenient. They’re bulky.
They’re fragile. And they’re more difficult
to buy. But despite all of their drawbacks,
vinyl records have a distinctive appeal that
the hardcore collector and casual listener
can appreciate.
You can’t touch an MP3. And, though
there are some visually appealing CD
case designs in the marketplace, there is
nothing quite like opening a copy of
Sticky Fingers with a working zipper

Because Michael is better in vinyl: it may take a stroll beyond Eaton St.
but, Stadolnik ’10 uncovers thrilling record stores.

cover, spinning the pinwheel on Led
Zeppelin III, or thumbing through
the leaflets in Live at Leeds. Art is,
or at least was, an integral part of
experiencing popular music. And
holding a work of art in your hands
while you listen to the music is a
uniquely gratifying experience.
Vinyl sounds better. It is not sub
ject to the compression loss and low
frequency response drawbacks of
MP3 and CD formats. Vinyl mixes
also come in a format no one would
ever dream of for a CD/MP3, mono
phonic. Some of the greatest
albums of all time were produced in
mono. Sgt. Pepper s Lonely Hearts
Club Band was originally produced
as a mono mix (The Beatles were not
present for the stereo mix down). Songs
on the two mixes of the Sgt. Pepper’s
album sound unquestionably different
(the mono is of course the better). Pet
Sounds, Sir Paul McCartney’s favorite
album, was originally produced as a
mono mix by one of the greatest rock producers/composers, Brian Wilson.
Acquiring vinyl can be as enjoyable as
listening to it. There are new releases and
reissues of older records available at
Newbury Comics on 180-gram audiophile
vinyls that sound fantastic. But there is
really no substitute for the original press
ings. They have a certain “aura” about
them that cannot be reissued. Records are
available cheaply at Salvation Army Thrift
Stores. Though the “good stuff” is general
ly in questionable condition, with some
patience and luck you can score some
great finds (my greatest find to date: Led
Zeppelin IV in mint condition for $2).
There are a few real record stores left in
the city. Round Again Records at 278

Wickenden Street is a great spot. And
Armageddon at 436 Broadway is a stand
out punk/metal/hardcore store. There are
a couple other shops outside Providence
for those lucky souls that have access to a
car or would brave a RIPTA ride out of
town. Zingg Music (formerly In Your Ear
on Thayer Street) in Warren is an eclectic
store, offering CDs, records both new and
old, clothing, art, and musical instru
ments. The Time Capsule in Cranston
sells comic books, movies, and other
niche collectables as well as vintage
vinyl. The average price per record is $3
which is by far the lowest price and the
condition is generally good.
But before you go off and spend money
you don’t have, ask your parents where
their old records are. Your attic may be
loaded with Floyd, Dead, and Dylan
records starved for love and attention. Your
parents probably aren’t cool now, but they
may have been cool once. Why not take
advantage of that?
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with Annmarie Granstrand ’09
A&E Editor

3 Steeple Street Bistro
125 Canal Street
(401) 272-3620
On a day so pregnant with historical
potential, so fraught with political tension,
what else was there to do but to seek out a
place to eat that could contain the excite
ment of the penultimate day of 2008’s
presidential election? Thankfiilly, I came
across 3 Steeple Street Bistro. Much like
the presidential campaigns, it had
deceived me in some respect because it
was in fact on Canal Street, not far from
Kennedy Plaza. But just as one mustn’t
judge a Palin by her Valentino jacket, I
dug deeper in search of some historical
background which could at least challenge
the evening’s American enthusiasm, if not
match it.
Thrilled to discover the bistro’s histori
cal importance, my dining companions
from either side of the aisle and I shared a
moment of pride in American heritage,
specifically in horseshoe production.
Mulling over the menu, trying to decide
between almond-flaked salmon and New
York sirloin steak, I came across a histori
cal brief of the building. Established in
1792, the Congdon & Carpenter’s iron
stock company achieved great success
during the Civil War as a supplier of iron
bands, bars, hoops, and horseshoes for the
military. The hallowed building is the sec
ond-oldest industrial building in Rhode
Island. It is second only to the Slater Mill,
which is the oldest industrial building in
the country. Impressed by the rich history
of the Ocean State, all three of us indulged
in the region’s coastal fruits and savored
cups of seafood chowder.
Despite our different views on
McCain’s approval of off-shore drilling,
Obama’s plans for withdrawing from Iraq,
and Biden’s performance at the free-throw
line, we could at least agree on a bottle of

ANNMARIE GRANSTRAND ’09/THE COWL

Pinot Grigio Di Ri-Enzo to share in a sort
of Democracy-loving communion. The
bottle was from the year 2005. Around this
time in 2005, the New York Stock
Exchange reached an out-of-court settle
ment with some of its grumbling seat hold
ers, two new moons belonging to Pluto
were discovered, and I was living in my
fourth floor walk-up, known as McVinney
Hall. Today, the New York Stock
Exchange is sponsored by Aleve, Pluto
isn’t even a planet, and I live in a basement
bedroom off campus that coincidentally
has a similar feng shui to rooms in the
Virgin Vault. In the past three years some
things have changed, but my friends in
Friardom and my love for freshly-baked,
fancy restaurant bread has remained. 3
Steeple Street was able to combine these
two dependable luxuries in one cozy,
stone-walled room.

Dramatic and verbose hyperbole aside,
3 Steeple Street Bistro offered a special
ized menu for each day of the week.
Although it may be a tad pricy for a week
ly visit, it certainly could be an intimate
spot to take “that special someone” on “a
special occasion.” The atmosphere is quite
conducive to both candlelight dining and
just eating burgers with friends near can
dles. Although the wine list is more promi
nently placed on the tables, there is a bar
adjacent to the dining area which my
friends and I figured became more popular
later in the week.
With an attraction toward award-win
ning Rhode Island dishes, my Grand Ol’
Party pal indulged in a very fancy version
of grilled cheese complete with bacon,
avocado, and a side of sweet potato fries
($8.50). Usually one to smother her food
in tankers of ketchup, she was able to

bypass the condiment her buddy Reagan
deemed a vegetable, because the sandwich
was flavorful enough. My liberal-leaning
friend settled on the Quiche Lorraine
($14) with a garden salad. Although she
doesn’t support Bush’s flaky tax breaks
for upper crust Americans, she did
approve of the French Country-style
quiche’s flaky crust over spinach, Swiss,
and bacon accompanied by the house’s
original dressing. To counteract the bi-partisanism, I acted as what I suppose a pre
book deal Joe the Plumber would do and
just ordered the chicken ($20). But a post
CNN brawl Joe the Plumber might choose
to indulge. This balance was struck per
fectly with spinach, prosciutto, parmesan,
and Madeira demi wrapped within a bone
less chicken breast accompanied by sliced
beets and Lyonnaise potatoes.
The words of the Flaming Lips subtly
replaced background noise of the nowempty restaurant: “You realize that life
goes fast. It’s hard to make the good things
last.” I savored the last bite of Chicken
Florentine and stared through the thick
panes of glass colored by the traffic lights
outside. I contentedly listened to my
friends’ political banter disintegrate into
comedic imitations of each other and fits
of laughter.
Surely the most equalizing point of the
evening was dessert. We split a very, very
large slice of a dense chocolate cake
smothered in a raspberry glaze sauce and
a tiny but potent serving of something that
must be a cousin of mousse. Whatever the
exact titles of these desserts were, I don’t
know. But they were the perfect ending to
an escape from the campaign-cluttered
existence. Even with the results of the
2008 elections, I’m pleased to know that
at least I can be sure of these few truths:
My friends will always be here and
regardless of their political views, will
always be ready to eat.

BLOC PARTY Gets Intimate
And When It Comes It Will Feel Like a Kiss
by

Nahuel Fanjul ’ll
A&E Staff

Kele Okereke comes out once again
with his piercing lyrics and powerful
beats. He leads Bloc Party on their new
album Intimacy, which was released on
Oct. 27. Alongside Russell Lissack on
guitar, Gordon Moakes on bass guitar,
and Matt Tong on drums, this is the
band’s third full-album release. They
started their career with Silent Alarm in
2005, and followed it up with A
Weekend in the City in 2007. This cur
rent release mixes the sounds of both
previous CDs for a perfect blend of
alternative rock and danceable beats.
They started off as a more dance-ish,
rough-sounding band with hits like
“Helicopter” and “Banquet”, which
were as good as hearing news that
Maradona will be the new coach for the
Argentinean futbol team (sorry, I had
to mention it). They followed it up with
a more soft-speaking CD Weekend,
which had more radio-safe songs that
did not seem much like Bloc Party.
This week-old release hits both gen
res perfectly with dance hits and soft
ballads to remember the dead (like in
“Signs”). This new album also follows
up their “Flux” EP release, which
became their single before Intimacy
came out. “Flux” sounds like a dance
club hit as soon as you hear the beat
rising and the slightly distorted voice
coming in. At the climax of the song
(when Kele screams “We need to
talk!”), the beats drop perfectly and it

sounds as good as any Bloc Party song
that has come out so far.
The other singles coming out from
Intimacy are “Mercury” and “Talons.”
“Mercury” sounds like a vintage Bloc
Party hit with its dark beat and almost
tribal sounding yelps in the background.
Kele’s voice also just breaks up and
down as well as it did back in
“Banquet” as he sings about “falling in
love” with strangers. “Talons,” which is
one of my favorites off the new CD, is
one of the softer songs, sounding almost
like a ballad until frontman screams
out: “When did you become such a
slut?” The song sounds more like the
ones from Weekend with its driving gui
tar and soft drum beat in the back
ground, so basically it doesn’t have a
loud dance beat like some of the other
singles. But once the chorus comes and
hits you, well, “when it comes it will
feel like a kiss.”
The only bad news about the new
release is that we won’t be able to hear it
live for a while. I was lucky enough to
check them out last year at Lupo’s, and
frankly, they are very high up on my list of
favorite live bands. They are now entering
the last 15 shows of their tour, which were
just spent in Buenos Aires, Argentina
(again, had to mention it, it’s my home
land), and leading to Australia this week.
There are three shows in the U.S. in
early December to end the tour, but all
three are out west in California,
Arizona, and Nevada. No other word
has been said about coming back to our
part of the country, so I guess that just

GOOGLEIMAGES

Bloc Party’s new album Intimacy brings back deep beats and Kele Okereke’s
tribal vocals in an entirely danceable yet soul-stirring way for another heavy-hitting release.
leaves more time to get acquainted with
the songs and love them that much more
when they hit up our favorite spots.
While you are waiting for the con
certs, go out and get the album-like
Nike says, “Just do it.” And okay, I
know we are in the age of stealing

everything, so yes, it’s on iTunes, it’s
on Ruckus, and for all those
Myspacers; you can find “Mercury,”
“Trojan Horse,” “Signs,” “One Month
Off,” “Talons,” and “Flux” (including
three remixes) on the old-school
creeping Web site.

Download Now: "Mercury," "Zephyrus," and "Ion Square"
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Makes an X-Rated

An R-Rated

Kevin Smith Makes a How-to
by

Lindsey Sheehan ’ll
A&E Staff

You are probably reading this because
the title says ‘porno.’ Good job
Hollywood, you have managed to turn
every scenario, from getting pregnant to
making a pornographic film, into a heart
warming love story. How is that possible?
I don’t really know. Kevin Smith, the
director of Zach and Miri Make a Porno,
should get some award. The movie is writ
ten well enough to escape the familiar and
predictable outcome that comes with every
romantic comedy. The synopsis is typical
for most movies targeted at college stu
dents: two childhood best friends, Zach,
played by Seth Rogen (Knocked Up) and
Miri, played by Elizabeth Banks {The
Uninvited), are sharing an apartment, but
all falls apart when their minimum wage
jobs can no longer pay the electric bill. In
their struggle to pay rent, Miri and Zach
discover that there is more to their relation
ship than just friends. The catch is, they
decide to make a pom to pay off their debt.
The film begins with Zach and Miri at
their high school reunion, from which Miri
is drunkenly trying to go home with her
high school crush. However, turns out she
is not his type. Because the setup and lines
were so humorous, this movie made it
okay for people to watch pom-esque shots
without the awkwardness that comes with
looking at people fornicate on a large
screen. I mean, it’s only awkward if
you’re sitting between your parents or on
a first date with that person you recently
had a kissing scene with for your Fine
Arts core class. Thankfully, I was with a
group of people who were just as inclined
to make sexual innuendos as myself, if
not more. If you liked Knocked Up, 40
Year Old Virgin, or Superhad, you will
think this is equally as hysterical, proba
bly because of the amazing one-liners
delivered by Seth Rogen.
The movie is definitely college-humor
worthy. I’m only saying that because we

By Alison DeNisco ’11
A&E Staff

Garden State
Directed by Zach Braff
WEINSTEIN COMPANY

Elizabeth Banks of Scrubs fame and Seth Rogen of Seth Rogen fame bust out a
rampant bout of ugly bumpage for a boisterious ride.

were all college students, and we were
laughing. I’m sure it could be senior citi
zen humor too. Then again, that would be
just weird if Grandma saw some B-list
actor’s “muhumminaha.” Someone did
bring their child. I don’t know which is
worse, being 30 and seeing such a movie
or bringing your baby to a movie with
“pom” in the title. “Hey sweetie, that’s
how you got here!”
If you want a good laugh, and some
original lines to impress your bros or bids
with, check this out. I warn you though,
there is this one scene that is pretty
raunchy, but not in the pornographically
raunchy sense. Having me quote the lines

or illustrate some of these scenes cannot
do the film justice. Actually, it just cannot
be printed. I could have done without
some of the forced gay humor and the
overuse of words like “the f-bomb” and
that word that rhymes with “hex” but it’s
analog ous to fornicating. However,
there are a lot of gags on other movies
and one of the characters even makes a
Lost reference to keep your mind out of
the gutter.
If you are into raunchy humor or just
want to see two people fall in love, check
it out!

GRADE: B+

Brewing the Gunpower Plot
by

C.W. Tompkins ’09
Asst. A&E Staff

In belated celebration of Guy Fawkes
Night The Finer Brews in Life would
like to direct the general public’s
attention to some of the visionar
ies in British Pub Ale. We are all
very familiar with the thick Irish
stout. Guinness and Murphy’s
are very common choices of the
American bar and though you
can find a good English beer if
you look hard enough they are an
extreme minority in this country
(much like the Catholics in the
15th and 16th centuries). So if
you feel oppressed by the
Church of England seek solace
in one of these fine choices
before you act too rashly and try
to blow up Parliament or stab
James I in the neck.
Though Boddingtons, Tetley,
and Old Speckled Hen are subtly
different in their own unique ways
you should expect some very
noticeable similarities. All of these
choices are going to be nitrogen
carbonated whether out of the can
or tap. This contributes to an
astounding creaminess and that
same awesome cascading look
upon pouring, something you
might associate with Guinness as
well. Another thing that you can
expect is low carbonation and a
beautifully buttery head that will be
with you until the beer is complet
ed. This is something the drinker of
an average American beer might
not expect. The head also contributes to a
web of lacing that creeps down the glass as
you drink. The mouth feel is pretty much
consistent and similar to Guinness as well.

Picks
of the
Week

We are looking at an extremely
smooth, thick and creamy consistency
that goes down incredibly easy but
leaves you with a nice bite so you
know that what you just drank was not
a root beer float.

and does not have an overpowering smell.
There are slight hints of malts and bread
and butter, like a biscuit. The taste is
hoppy but not overpowering and it finish
es with a malty bite. Not the best of the
three but you’ll be able to find it in more
places than Tetley or Old
Speckled Hen.
Tetley is probably the best of
the three though they are all
really to close to rate in
sequence. This choice is signifi
cantly darker than Boddingtons
but not as dark as a porter or
stout. The smell is more notice
able than the other two with hits
of flowers and a malty overtone.
When it warms up a bit the
grains will be more prevalent.
Tetley has really minute hints of
coffee but it certainly spicier
than the other two beers. The
combination might seem strange
but trust me it plays.
Finally, Old Speckled Hen
seems to be the lightest choice
even though its appearance is
darker than Boddingtons. So it
would probably be easier to go
for a run after drinking, though I
wouldn’t advise it. It also smells
a little sweeter than the other
two but you probably wouldn’t
be able to notice it unless you
did a side by side comparison.
The taste is not as grabbing as
Tetley but the malts give Hen a
very competitive tang. Stay
away from the clear bottles,
especially in this country. Tap
or Can is the way to go.
WEINSTEIN COMPANY
So if you didn’t get a chance
Other than that though these three fine
to celebrate the day of the foiled gunpow
beers offer singular tastes that are all
der plot drive up to New Hampshire, grab
worth sampling. Boddingtons pours a
some fireworks and watch a Cricket game
caramel brown, much lighter than a stout
with one of these British favorites.

“You gotta hear this one song, it’ll
change your life I swear.” So says
Natalie Portman’s character Sam,
in the movie that somehow
reminds everyone of home and
also has one of the best sound
tracks of all time. Zach Braff’s
directorial/screenwriting debut of
2004 is hilarious and moving. I
honestly do not know anyone who
doesn’t like this movie.

Music
Two Lefts Don’t

Make a Right...
But Three Do
Relient K
Gotee Records
This album was a staple for me in
high school. With references to
everything from Boy Meets World to
losing your cell phone on the
Batman ride at Six Flags, Relient
K’s incredibly catchy third album
from 2003 is a hard commodity to
resist. My favorite songs would have
to be “Mood Rings” and “In Love
with the '80s (Pink Tux to the
Prom)." “College Kids” is also hilari
ous, with lyrics like: “I’m poor, I’m
starving, I’m flat broke, I’ve got no
cash to spend/Sold all my books for
front row tickets to Dave Matthews
Band.” Story of your life? Yes.

Book
Looking for
Alaska
By John Green
We aren’t talking about Sarah
Palin’s Alaska here. John Green’s
debut novel and winner of the 2006
Printz Award is haunting and mem
orable, with quirky characters,
boarding school life, and the search
for the “Great Perhaps.” The book
centers on Miles, who has been
compared by critics to Holden
Caulfield, who is drawn into the
world of a beautiful and mysterious
girl named Alaska. Love, lust, and
self-destructive behaviors ensue.
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If you could be anyone for a day,
who would you be?

"Barack Obama."
Mike Chick '09

"Batman and Robin."
Brigid Downes 'll, Jen Bencivenga '11

"Elizabeth Fortier."
Deepa Desai '09, Melissa Angelini '09

"Sue from Survivor first season."
Kate Lynch '11, Marykate Powers '11

"A female version of Jason Mraz."
Gaby LeMarier '11

"Why would I want to be anyone else?"
-Oprah Winfrey
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November 2008:
Year of the Rat, Month of the Novel
Kaly Thayer ’10
Portfolio Staff

by

Sometime during the next thirty or so
days this month, it is a distinct possibility
that that you will hear this exchange some
where around campus:
“Jenny! What are you at?!”
“Exactly eighteen thousand
ESSAY
forty two!”
“Ugh!”
“Why, what are you at?”
“Only sixteen thousand two hundred
and five!”
This, my friends, is what those of us on
the inside call the ‘WriMo Exchange.’
What does this refer to? Only the greatest
occurrence for any word-minded individ
ual during the twelve months of the year.
That’s right, November is. . .
NaNoWriMo!!! (Yes, with that much fer
vor, excitement, and blind overdose of caf
feine.) This epic event is also known more
verbosely as National Novel Writing
Month. Those who participate in this mar
velous event are known only slightly less
obscurely as ‘WriMos.’
This is one of the most intense writing
experiences many aspiring authors will
have every twelve months. In the form of
raw data, it’s thirty days and fifty-thousand
words: one novel, one month, and the
whole range of writerly emotions.
What it is outside of the numbers is a
serious undertaking that tests both writing
stamina and creativity. “WriMos” will do
almost anything to reach word-count, or
“win” NaNoWriMo. There are “write-ins”
held frequently, where WriMos get togeth
er and make a social function out of writ
ing, where (besides getting some serious
writing done) a lot of fun is had, mostly at
the every hour or so mandated breaks,
where plots are re-hashed and catastrophes
are laughed at. It makes for some absolute
ly fantastic memories:
“I’m only a couple thousand words in
and my main character just died.”

“You mean the one your whole novel is
centered around?”
“Yeah. So what now?”
“When in doubt, zombie attack.”
Yes, that happened.
Most WriMos keep up with each other’s
word counts out of the need for motivation
rather than actual competition, though it is
always gratifying to be at the numerical
front of the pack. The Facebook status and
the Twitter message are the two most com
mon digital methods, but neither are as fun
as the very public shout-out across the
cafeteria or in the mail room.
The single most frequently asked ques
tion of writers who participate in the
month-long novel dash is, “Why in the
world would you do that to yourself?” in
so many words or less. The real answer
is not, usually, “Because I want to write
this novel.” That’s not actually the point
ofNaNo-ing.
The real idea behind the event is not
the writing of the Great American Novel.
No, what any WriMo will tell you you’re
doing when you try to write fifty-thou
sand words in thirty days is generating as
much complete crap as you can.
Any of those writers will also tell you that
the common problem that most writers face is
over-editing and under-generating.
Anyone with even
part of a story
in mind can
write ten or
twenty decent
pages at a sit
ting or two.
The problem
everyone runs
into is when
they sit

down the third or fourth time, open the
word document or notebook, and go back
and read what they’ve written so far. They
will spend hours deciding that they don’t
like this, don’t like that, should change so
many things, should rearrange so many
more, and so on. Before they know it the
hour or more they’ve set aside for writing
has generated no new material, only the
further convolution of the old.
The point of NaNoWriMo, most partici
pants will say, is to generate that crap, that
content, that raw material that you can use
the other eleven months of the year to edit,
add to, and reshape. The problem of con
tent creation is solved, for one single
month each year, by giving every willing
writer a deadline.

That fast-approaching midnight hour of
November 30 is what keeps most WriMos
writing, instead of falling into the bottom
less pit of editing and refining work that
never ends up getting done.
But what if you aren’t a writer? What if
you think this is a completely insane idea
that only masochistic bookworms subject
themselves to?
You should do it anyway.
Even if you don’t make quota, or “win”
at NaNoWriMo within the space of one
month, you’ll have written more fictional
material than most people will in their
whole lives. Even a couple thousand words
is an experience that should not be avoid
ed, especially if it chances to be had at one
of the many student or state-organized
write-ins throughout the month.
So go to a coffee shop, a
friend’s room, or a pub. Sit in the
sun, on a beer-stained couch, or in
that dark comer with your laptop
or your notebook and write for a
little while. Check your word
count, make an update, go
through the insanity and hilarity
of plot-explosions and random
and unplanned character kidnap
pings. Enjoy the adventures that
can be had between words one
and fifty thousand, and ifyouget
the chance. . .
“Katie, what are you at!?”

Sign of the Apocalypse #743: Irony
by

Lindsay Wengloski ’10
Portfolio Staff

This is, as I write it, an article without a
title. Granted, I have an excellent reason
why this is the case: I have nothing to write
about, really. That’s what it comes down to
at the end of the day, every
ESSAY day. There’s not much to say.
Certainly not a bad thing, oh
no! But there you have it.
Nothing much to tell you. But you knew
that already.
I can tell you, however, that today, (at
least for you) is Friday. Or Thursday night,
if you’ve jumped the gun and snagged a
copy of The Cowl early. For me, it’s
Sunday night, somewhere between seven
and eight, and it always will be when I
read this sentence. But for you—lucky,
lucky you—it’s the best day of the week.
Yes, by the time your eyes skim easily
over the page, your minds will be (natural
ly) fixated on the fast-approaching week
end. If you’re a junior, this means you’ll be
waiting excitedly for the last few spurts of
JRW festivities. If you’re a senior, you’ll
be thinking of friends and homework
assignments that you won’t consider doing
until sometime Sunday afternoon. Maybe
you’ll be debating what you’ll wear to the
Senior Semi. Freshmen, I don’t even know
what you’ll be thinking about. I’ll try to
venture something, though: a feeling of
overwhelming relief that if you’re not

already done with Civ for the week, you
soon will be? Freedom is (almost) yours?
It’s been a while. I gave it a shot.
What strikes me most about this future
Friday, or today, if we’re going to be tech
nical about all this, is that—Dear Sweet
Baby Jesus willing—we’ll know who’s
going to be in charge of the fabled red but
ton for the next four years. We’ll finally
have a name to replace Dubya! (Praise the
Lawd.) We’ll have either the oldest dude
ever to be called the leader of the free
world, or JFK 2.0. (This edition has more
eloquence, a less obnoxious accent, and
represents a historic new demographic!)
Either way, it’ll be a groovy change.
But I’m not going to predict who will
win / has already won. I won’t be a part of
a watered-down Chicago Tribune-Hurry
Truman debacle remix. Congrats to who
ever pulled it off. Try not to get us
involved in too many wars, please.
Oh, another thing, which actually goes
back to this piece still not having a title. I
do apologize for not mentioning it before,
but I really wanted to pretend to read your
collective minds for a spot of my Sundayevening time. I digress.
I’ve discovered that not having a title,
or, more importantly, writing about not
having a title, is ironic. Why? Because
every piece needs a title. Peanut butter and
jelly. Bread and butter. Moon and stars.
Simon and Garfunkel. Here I’ve spent all
this time pondering the majesty of ran

domized thought, of predominantly point
less predictions, and a title’s about to be
smooshed onto the piece like a markeddown price tag. It seems tragic, in a sleepdeprived sort of way.
As I finish my plinking, new, more col
orful ideas are forming behind my eyes. I

could’ve written about a dawning Bob
Barr tyranny, about turkeys, the ocean,
Halloween shopping amidst the Christmas
displays, spiced pecans, or slivers of moon
shining in over my microwave. But that’s
not the point.
The point is this: I have a title.

Corkscrewed Nautilis
Tom Nailor ’12
Portfolio Staff

by

I stood at the seaside, feelings waves lap at my feet
like the dog after a long day, coming to see me.
And I picked up a shell that lay on the sand
a corkscrewed nautilus, a drifter from the ocean tides
trying to find its way home, and here it was
lying in the palm of my hand, when suddenly from within
a scuttling sound emerges, soft at first and then
the legs emerge, barbed and tickled pink, slowly, slowly.
Feeling as a blind man must when leaving from his home.
Picking slowly across my tender flesh, reaching into
the salty ocean air, as I stood at the seaside.

Portfolio
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Catastrophe’s Impact (Part 3)
Conor Leary ’ll
Portfolio Staff

by

One week. In seven days, Charlie
Shepherd could have spent 168 hours in
the hospitality of some tropical location
surrounded by fawning tropical women
serving his every need. He
FICTION was distracted, however, from
locating the nearest airport and
buying the most expensive
ticket to Hawaii by the panic that had
infected the city. It was noon and Charlie
stared down the streets of New York City,
watching what dwindling amount of the
population was left. He was on his lunch
break, after shooting another one of his
shows that hardly ran for 30 minutes, hard
ly absorbing every last second of the hourlong airtime. There was just no point for
him to stand in front of the camera, in front
of an evacuated studio audience who no
longer found his show important enough.
Their lives were in danger—who had time
for television? Charlie slipped his hands
into the pockets of his pants and crossed
the sidewalk. Garbage tumbled over his
shoes as he kicked each leather loafer
through the debris, his numb stare drawing
him closer into the heart of the city. It was
a terrible sight to see the city so afraid,
other people on the streets looking up into
the terrifying sky where danger lurked so
close. It had been three days since the sci
entists announced the immediate destruc
tion of North America if the asteroid could
not be stopped.
“Four days left! Have you reconciled
your sins with God?”
Charlie would usually find the blubber
ing rants of impoverished street prophets

to be inspiration for one of his own rants
on his show. He believed they were the
vilest beggars and only used the idea of a
superior being for their own self-interest.
Charlie watched this prophet from across
an intersection, the wild and filthy man
strutting about in the street with absolutely
no fear of city traffic. The silent lunch rush
followed the abandoned rush hour. No one
drove cars anymore. It was as if no one
wanted to be trapped away from the world
with what little time they all had left. He
heard the prophet as he conjured up more
references to God’s pending Armageddon
and how humans were to blame. He
watched some citizens crawl out from the
crevices left in the city, from between cars
just parked in the middle of the road and
from behind sealed doors of storefronts to
gravel at this preacher’s feet. They distrib
uted the currency of absolution which the
grimy street priest collected in a dusty top
hat. It made him sick, but Charlie had
never considered himself a religious man.
He was raised Catholic, but he found fault
in their doctrines and had little restraint in
voicing it for all to hear.
He had two potential destinations: the
Starbucks sitting abandoned yet still func
tioning, proving an American’s pure addic
tion to caffeine, and a church across the
way. The monument of organized faith was
extravagant beneath the horrifying gray
color of the sky. Once his eyes touched the
terrifying color, they plummeted to the
cement, his eyelids pinching tightly
together. In his blindness, smoky images
formed in the blackness, memories from
the odd vision he had had three days ago
before the announcement of impending
disaster; He saw nothing but the dank gray

Expectoration of a
Form Inconsistent
Bobby Bretz ’12
Portfolio Staff

by

Words harpooned to the frontal lobe assemble
rogue rhetoric with a need for flammable bridges
Adults with vulnerable candy and
intelligence quotients in double digits
Heads to sever and deliver
on collectible NASCAR platters
Pushy windowsills and sidewalks with
coagulated dreams and gray matter
Explosive gunpowder grain migraines and
Thomas Paine tumors die without friends
While Aristotelian contradictions conclude
they were happy in the end
And the respite in their million-dollar shotgun shacks
when they retire
Hides the billion-year assault across
the light spectrum entire
And the structural decay of the nuclear nerd
and his colloquial word
At the sound of soldiers dying for the stupid shit
that Moses heard
The Haves stand fast with fully loaded
Christian-crew-served killers
The Have-Nots in the grave
and the Wish-I-Hads are fillers
Candy-coated cries for disposable green salvation
and mass eye-gouging for blinded dedication
Precludes with extreme prejudice the extemporaneous end
of a pulseless population and a walking-dead nation
And the television stations carry cathode ray inebriation and
chaos theory integration into the social storm
While the power line lobbies of avian assemblies calculate
the careless cadence of the suicidal worms
Until unhindered hazmat hobbies
nurture hypertension as the norm
And lowered expectations lead to lazy orchestrations
of my expectoration, in an inconsistent form.

sky splitting open into a thousand embers.
“I’m sorry.” He offered and removed a
The asteroid followed and Charlie felt the lighter from his jacket pocket. He flipped it
earth shift beneath him, his body stum open and summoned the fire. The woman
bling in any direction. Fire burned in his had backed away from him in the moments
veins as he grabbed a cold handle and he spent only staring at her, examining the
pulled it towards him. He threw himself angelic quality of her face, the beautiful
through a doorway and opened his eyes pale color of a lily painted over her skin.
carefully, savoring the darkness of his new She reached out and touched his fingers to
environment and the high ceiling blocking retrieve the fire. Her skin was warm.
any view of the sky.
“Sylvia! ” He heard in his head his voice
When his eyes lowered from the arching screaming and hollering out a name he
ceiling, he found the silence surrounding never knew. The church, the lighter, the
him eerie. He stood in the church quietly. woman’s calm demeanor was gone and he
It was unfamiliar. He remembered not one stood in Times Square. The gigantic televi
example when he sat in the constricted sion was black and the streets were sound
pews or flipped through the pages of the less. The sky had been shattered and the
hymnals. He felt the solace that hung in the asteroid would strike earth in a matter of
air over the soundless pews and the waver- seconds. Charlie turned away from the
ing candles. It pressed down on his pound- impending destruction and found the
ing temples. His vision grew used
woman from the church stand
to the near darkness of the
ing along in the center of
place as absolutely no
the road. He wanted
sunlight charmed the
to run to her and
beautiful stained-glass
protect her as she
windows. It was
stood
exactly
practically empty as
where he did in
an icy wind blew
his first vision,
demonically from
the
wild
behind him, from
dreams that
the door he left
had predicted
open.
The
air
the catastro
licked at the glow
phe to come.
ing tables near the
He was ground
altar where blue and
ed as she looked
red candles shimmered
briefly over her
with the prayers of past
shoulder, her green
patrons who were yearning
eyes transparent. He
for salvation.
watched the space rock
A woman stood silently, lmagefrompicassaweb.google.com fal with an unfathwhispering absolutely nothing he could omable momentum. Time seemed to slow
comprehend as she held a lit match. The as she held his gaze, her heart bleeding
flame hovered in the shadows and slowly within her pupils. Her hand rose slowly
ate away at its snack towards her hand. behind her head until she mouthed someCharlie stepped with some urgency and thing and her eyes were gone.
reached her side just as she lowered the
“I must try... ”
match to the only free candle. His shoulder
Charlie blinked and the shadows of the
touched hers and she threw down the church returned, the breath of heat from
match in shock.
the lit candles touching his wrist. He
“Wait your turn!” She barked and waved searched for her immediately and found
her hand as if the match had burned her. the woman walking away from him, her
Charlie responded quickly to the threat of eyes leaping over her shoulder every few
fire beneath his foot, crushing the flame steps. During his vision, he must have
with his five hundred dollar shoe. He frightened her by his suddenly mute and
thought he’d throw a fit but he only looked still presence. He went to chase her and
at the woman beside him. She had a subtle felt the warmth from her touch running up
beauty even in the darkness, her hair a his arm. She was getting farther away,
beautiful cream blond that stood in a bun fighting for escape out the open door. He
high from her collar. A librarian’s bun, he took one step and felt an unbelievable
called it in his mind, a sly smile sliding warmth fill his heart.
over his lips. Her eyes were sharp, the
“Sylvia!”
green color making his heart quiver. They
She stopped.
were the color of grass on a fresh spring
day, dancing in a light breeze. They were
To be continued. . .
certainly not what grass would ever look
like again.

Reverse Mirror
by Nicole Amaral ’10
Asst. Portfolio Editor

Many portions,
all in proportion.
I look straight at my own curious reflection
wondering if I exist somewhere other than here.
Maybe.
Maybe there I can surf a new current of reflected light,
Maybe I’m unbreakable.
Maybe this is what I would look like if I could
find the time,
If I could receive more, or give less.
I would want to know “everything.”
I would, at least, always want to have an answer.
I don’t talk much as I stare
I like the quiet as much as I hate it.
I’m afraid of bad dreams and open doors
but the mirror doesn’t know that.
There is the animated cardboard cutout
without all my baggage.
I wonder if she likes what she sees.
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Looking for Love in the Library
by Athena Fokaidis
Portfolio Staff

’09

It is 19:36, and I am at the Centre
Pompidou Library in Paris, France. People
are studying, supposedly. Tables line the
grey carpet and adorn the wall-to-wall
windows. Among the crowds
ESSAY are university students, a pep
pering of high schoolers, and a
healthy dose of the general
public. What is slightly odd, and certainly
particular, is the fact that all of these peo
ple look good. I am not even talking I’mso-hungry-that-I’d-eat-your-shoe good—I
mean simply divine. I am more than a few
steps behind the other patrons with my
sneakers and sweater and I am starting to
think I should have brought my prom dress
so as to make it in the education system
here. Of course the inherent difference in
library wear is the fact that it isn’t library
clothing at all; it is the everyday attire of
these well-dressed people. At home, say, in
the Phillips Memorial Library, I would
likely giggle at a person with heels, and I
would expect a little dumb dog in its carry
ing case not too far behind. It seems that
Paris Hilton might indeed make it here in
Paris, France.
Inevitably then, where there are attrac
tive people, there is bound to be attraction.
Suddenly the Demographics of Switzerland
in 1971 become violently more interesting
as you catch the eye of the strapping young
lad reading a book with just that title. As I
look around, I notice there are so many airs
being put on. The one which interests me
most is that of the guise of the student
being studious. Something we all have

Image from http://www.diplomatic.gouv.fr

never done, twice. These people have plen
ty of notes and books in front of them, but
how are they advancing at all in their edu
cational pursuits if they are checking out
who is checking out a book? I have no
room to talk as I am proudly a participant,
albeit unintentionally, of the distraction. I
mean, really, would I go to the library just
to watch people? Well, yes.
I find myself away from my table and in
the cafe bathroom area on the second floor
of the library, quite adjacent to a balcony
reserved solely for smokers and smolder
ing individuals. As I exit this relaxation
zone, I find a male specimen (let’s call him

X) crossing my path. I take note of him, as
I am always on the prowl for those whom
God blessed with a nice exterior. In any
case, I continue to the escalator and begin
to hum a tune of my own concoction on
my journey up to the study area, minding
nothing but the stair directly before me.
Someone in front of me turns around.
Apparently I was humming too loudly, and
with one glance, X was the one to let me
know. Too bad for him; I cannot help it if
my voice is damn good/horrendously
unaware. So we reach the top of the esca
lator, and it is the crucial point. I already
have my things set out on one end of a

table, but there are so many places to sit, he
could be going anywhere. I turn right and
bid adieu to my short encounter with this
tall man. Wiggling to a comfortable spot on
my chair, I look up, and as it turns out, X’s
towering, charming self comes and sits
right across from me. If I look under the
table, which I do, I find that I am able to
bump feet with his Sasquatch Adidas. I
make a mistake and shift, and play mil
lisecond footsies with him. How exciting.
Yet, despite my proximity to this beautiful
being, I know not what to do. Should I
climb over the table tiger style a la Austin
Powers? Rarr baby. Or maybe a seated
growl would suffice. It really is all about
logistics, and for someone like me who is
afraid and all talk, there is nothing logical
about my faux intentions.
On the other hand, next to me, there is a
dirty-ish boy with his rollerblades half
strapped on, reading medical documents.
This could be promising, but I would have
to doggy paddle through the sea of candy
wrappers he has left on his work space
before him. I am tempted to ask him if he
could kindly spare a bon bon as I am ready
to make a chain with his loose wrappers
and strangle him. This would be an ugly
sight, especially to be found passed out
with rollerblades. His friend has just
arrived with a bag of mass-produced
chocolate croissants. I give up.
So, I continue to read/write and mostly
surf the put together eager students, wait
ing to see if one will kindly give me a
candy or whisk me away so that I can get
back to my work. Until then, read on, love
on, and most importantly, do not forget
there is always love in the library.

Tiffany & Earl
Making PC an emotionally stable
place, one letter at a time . . .
Dear Marie,
I don’t even know
where to begin.
Picking an element
randomly from your
question, I guess
we’ll start with mut
ton chops.
Some boys can
pull Off full-blown
facial hair: goatees,
’stashes, and the like. Most look good with
a five o’clock shadow or a few days of
scruff". Some need to be entirely clean
shaven in order to not look filthy and/or
hideous. No one ever looks good with mut
ton chops. No exceptions. Period.
His questionable aesthetics dealt with,
let’s move on to you m’dear.
Being a little bit on the tipsy side makes
all of us friendlier and more likely to flirt
with the males around us. It’s fine and it’s
fun. Kissing is also fine and fun (more
intense hook-ups/going home with random
guys is a bit less fine). So don’t worry
about the action itself.
So we’ve arrived at the next step, which
in this ridiculously high-tech world obvi
ously involves Facebook. (Oh, how I yearn
for the days of handwritten correspon
dence.) What you need to do is evaluate
how you view this situation. Do you want
to speak to him again or do you want to
simply write him off as a casualty from an
otherwise amazing evening? There’s no
shame in the answer being the latter. In
fact, considering that you probably know
nothing about this young man except for
what type of cigarettes he smokes or beer
he drinks, writing him off may not be a
horrible idea. Actually, writing him off may
be a decidedly excellent idea.
But back to my original point: mutton
chops?! Always a bad decision.

Week . .
What to do when you're a kissin' fool

Dear Tiffany and Earl,
The other night, I was a couple pints of cider into an enjoyable
evening at a free concert when I started chatting with the kid standing
next to me. He was pretty cute, although his mutton chops were bor
derline gross, and so at the end of the night when his very drunk
female friend demanded that we kiss I was pretty okay with it. We
parted after exchanging names, but I don’t know what to do now.
Should I look him up on Facebook or should I just forget about the
whole thing?
—Marie Magners

Write to Tiffany and Earl!
AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo.com

Dear Marie,
I like the obvious
alcohol-related pseu
donym. However, this
question seems like a
no-brainer.
The answer is no.
He is but a man and
there are many here
on Earth. It seems like
you had no real inter
est anyway—some
dumb girl threw your face at his and you were
probably as boiled as an owl (that means
drunk). Let it go. Actually, I’ll be surprised if
you can remember what he looks like at all,
besides the Weapon X (Wolverine from the
X-Men)-inspired chops of course.
As your lawyer I would have to advise you
to simply throw the experience in your diary
and continue on with life. It seems as though
you are taking excellent steps on the path of
social betterment. Your one mistake was get
ting the fellow’s name. Don’t do that next
time. Anonymous kissing leads to anony
mous sex, and beyond. Before you know it
you’ll be going to exclusive swinger parties
where everyone wears masks.
Let me give you some tips for your new
lifestyle. First, you should always ask for ID
(just to check age), but don’t look at the name
under any circumstances. It will add to the
experience. You might be thinking, “Well
couldn’t I potentially catch something from
this stranger?” Don’t worry about that at all.
If I went to the doctor every time someone
told me, “That looks infected,” my bills
would be through the roof.
If any of these intimate acts must occur in
public, you should employ one of several
tricks for being discreet (my favorite involves
a paper bag). Be especially careful if you
happen to be a senator. And stay away from
anything or anyone with sharp objects.
Now go out in the world and spread some
anonymous.. . love?
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings -- Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Bryan Minogue

Laura Veharanta

Men’s Soccer
Junior—Miller Place, N.Y.

Women’s Ice Hockey
Sophomore—La Verne, Calif.

Minogue scored his first career goal at a most
opportune time during the Friars’ first round game
against Villanova. The score served as
the game winner.

Veharanta had a goal and an assist against Boston
University and leads Providence with seven goals
scored this season.

Scores
Friday, 10/31
Men’s CC at Big East Championships
Women’s CC at Big East Championships
Volleyball at NJIT
Men’s Ice Hockey at Massachusetts

Schedules
4th of 14
4th of 16
L, 3-0
L, 9-4

Saturday, 11/1
Men’s Basketball vs. University of Ottawa
Men’s Soccer vs. Pittsburgh
Volleyball vs. Bryant
Men’s Swim and Dive at Fairfield
Women’s Swim and Dive at Fairfield
Field Hockey vs. Massachusetts
Volleyball vs. Howard
Women’s Ice Hockey at Boston University
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. Massachusetts

W, 85-57
W, 3-0
W, 3-0
W, 174-126
L, 182-112
W, 3-2 (OT)
L, 3-1
T, 3-3
L, 5-1

Wednesday, 11/5
Men’s Soccer vs. Villanova (Big East Tourney)

W, 2-1

Friday, 11/7
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. Vermont
Women’s Ice Hockey at Robert Morris

7:00 p.m.
7:35 p.m.

Saturday, 11/8
Men’s Basketball vs. Slippery Rock
Men’s Soccer at St. John’s
Field Hockey vs. Syracuse
Volleyball vs. Quinnipiac
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. Notre Dame
Women’s Ice Hockey at Robert Morris

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:35 p.m.

Wednesday, 11/12
Volleyball vs. Rhode Island

7:00 p.m.

Standings
Men’s Big East Soccer Blue (11/5)

Team

Big East
W
L

Women’s Hockey East (11/5)

T

Overall
W
L

T

Team

Big East
W___ L

5
3
4

2
6
3

Boston University
Boston College
New Hampshire

4
3
2

0
0
1

Providence

2

2

6
3

Connecticut
Northeastern
Maine
Vermont

2
2
0
0

1
1
2
4

5
5
2
2

Notre Dame
Connecticut
Georgetown

7
6
5

2
3
3

2
2
3

11
9
10

Providence

5

5

1

9

6

3

West Virginia
Pittsburgh
Seton Hall
Marquette

3
3
2
1

4
6
5
8

4
2
4
2

5
7
6
3

9
8
8
10

5
3
4
4

Overall
W___ L

5
6

T

2
1
1

3
2
3

5

1

3
1
6
6

2
2
2
0
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In Training: Thoughts on
Marathon Preparation

SOCCER:
Hungry for a
Win Over St.
John’s

Editor’s Note: Dan O'Brien ’09 and J.T. Scanlan, Ph.D., associate
professor of English have spent months training for the United States
Marine Corps Marathon in Washington, D.C., which took place two
weeks ago. Below, they share their thoughts on their training in what
is the final installment of this weekly feature.

continued from back page

COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

The Professor
by J.T. Scanlan
Guest Columnist

I had expected I’d experience an extend
ed, satisfying afterglow during the week
following the Marine Corps Marathon.
Even during the race, I thought that once I
made it up that steep hill and finished, I’d
be able to luxuriate for a while in my great
accomplishment. Yes, my legs would hurt for
a few days. Sure, I’d get up out of easy chairs
slowly, as creaky old men do. But those pains
wouldn’t trouble me at all, for I’d be basking
in (middle-age) athletic gloiy.
My contrived personal glory didn’t last
long, however. Much sooner than I had
thought, I was back to work, living my nor
mal, unathletic life. On the long train ride
from Washington to Boston, I read exams
and worked on a scholarly book review. The
next day, I returned to Moore Hall and my
Team J friends for more Rousseau.
I was no longer “in training.” Gone was
the feeling that I needed to build up the
miles, that I needed to try to fit in one more
long run. I stopped listening closely to the
weather forecast on the radio.
All of a sudden, it seemed, the entire
Marine Corps Marathon experience
ended. Although the medal from the
Philadelphia Distance Run still hangs in a
prominent place at home, I without much
thought stashed my anchor-and-globe fin
isher’s medal from the Marine Corps
Marathon in a drawer.
But last weekend, when I attended a
scholarly meeting at Hobart and William
Smith College in upstate New York, I sim
ply couldn’t resist the path alongside
Seneca Lake, and suited up for a pre-dawn
run. And during that run I thought again
about what the Marathon meant to me.
First of all, I completed the three-mile
lakeside run effortlessly, which reminded
me that notwithstanding all the injuries I
feared during my training, I remained in
pretty good shape. I’m not normally one
to tout the benefits of “health” and “fit
ness,” but that morning, as I prepared to
talk about eighteenth century literature to
my fellow scholars from around the
country, I convinced myself that I ought
to make an honest effort to stay in shape
over the winter.
Although I’m not
preparing to run another marathon any
time soon, I’ll be out there when the
snow falls, for life’s tasks seem easier to
handle when you’re fit. You simply have
more energy for everything. And your
outlook is brighter.
Second, the Marine Corps Marathon
strengthened my belief in the importance
of thinking big. “A large work is difficult
because it is large,” Samuel Johnson wrote
sagely in the Preface to his Dictionary of
the English Language (1755). I suspect all
who crossed the finish line at the Iwo Jima
Memorial are now better equipped to take
on major projects, regardless of their line
of work. To be sure, running a marathon
needn’t be required of those who propose
to write, say, one of the weighty (and wide
ly praised!) volumes in the Oxford History

of the United States. Still, training for a
marathon helps you see clearly that great
tasks are completed only by the comple
tion of many, many smaller tasks over a
long period of time. As the short runs
become longer and longer, over the course
of many months, the prospect of running
26 miles and 385 yards ceases to be daunt
ing. In time, you realize that you can actu
ally do it.
And this realization touches on other
areas of your life. As I ran alongside the
Seneca Lake, I revisited my earlier deci
sion to expand significantly a section on
prisons in a book about eighteenth-century
law and literature I’m currently writing.
On the long drive back to Cambridge, I
nurtured this topic and decided to make a
stop at Auburn State Prison, which was
built in the early nineteenth century and
remains the oldest active prison in the
United States. One of the guards there
gave me the name of the person who
knows the true inside history of the Auburn
prison, a source which may well turn out to
be extremely valuable, in that the Auburn
prison was conceived in reaction against
late eighteenth-century jails. In my mind at
least, the Marine Corps Marathon is large
ly responsible for my decision to try to
learn the huge corpus of scholarship on
incarceration. I mentioned this in passing
in an earlier article, but now I’m con
vinced: mastering this area of learning
will make the book better—and grittier.
Lastly, the Marathon emphasized
what I also touched on in one of my ear
lier articles—camaraderie. Throughout
the fall, and especially in the week or so
since the Marathon, I’ve had innumer
able cheerful conversations with a peo
ple I only slightly know. Running, as a
topic, somehow brings out a basic
friendliness among people. Don’t we all
need more of that?
And the good cheer sometimes leads to
an admirable personal challenge. In fact
just yesterday, a student unexpectedly
shifted the topic from an eighteenth-centu
ry novel to running, as we were walking
alongside Harkins: “I’ve been reading
your articles on the Marathon,” she said,
laughing a bit, “and maybe I’ll try to run a
marathon, Dr. Scanlan.”
“Great idea,” I said.
So: while I hope the articles Dan and I
have written have delivered a sense of what
running a marathon is like, you never really
know what it’s like until you experience it. If
you’re at all tempted to try to run a marathon,
and really want to understand it, then sign up.
Just do it, as the ads say.
I’m certain it will have a powerful,
and positive, effect on you. At the very
least, you’ll lose a few pounds and have
a great time chatting with others about
the entire experience.
And who knows? You may even be
lucky enough to transform your running
into an opportunity to practice your writing.

Don’t forget to visit

www.TheCowl.com

The Student
Dan O’Brien ’09
Guest Columnist

by

When my cousin completed his first
Ironman Triathlon three years ago I
remember being in awe of such an amaz
ing accomplishment. Over the summer at a
wedding, my cousin and I spoke about
completing an Ironman together in the
near future; little did I know that a week
after completing my second marathon, I
would be registering for an Ironman event.
We agreed to enter the 2009 Ironman
70.3 in Providence, an event that pushes an
athlete’s body through a 1.2 mile swim, 56
mile bike ride, and a 13.1 mile run. This,
believe it or not, is a half-ironman; I sim
ply could not fathom completing a full
Ironman at age 21. I’m still struggling with
a few nagging injuries from the race in
Washington and I wanted to provide my
body enough time to fully recover. It is a
general rule of thumb that after a
marathon, one should take a week off from
running to allow muscles to recover from
5+ months of continuous training.
Afterwards, it is recommended that you
ease back into running through the use of a
stationary bike or pool; you don’t want to
jump right back into running because what
you deemed an appropriate amount of time
for your body to recover may not be
enough to cure hidden ailments. The use of
a stationary bike or pool will allow you to
notice any hidden injuries without the con
stant pounding from the pavement.
" ------------------------------------------------

I’m still struggling
with a few nagging
injuries.
Dan O’Brien ’09

As for myself, I have not resumed run
ning since the Marine Corps Marathon for
two reasons: (1) my quad is still tender
after tweaking it in the race two weeks ago
and (2) I need to approach training in a
completely different way for the triathlon.
My main focus for the Ironman is the
swimming because a mile swim is decep
tively long. It doesn’t sound like much but
after you get in the pool at Peterson and
swim a few laps, you are exhausted. I’d
much rather build up my stamina for
swimming slowly and worry about the
running and biking later because they are
both areas that I am fairly familiar with. If
I rush my body back into running, my nag
ging injuries will only get worse and pre
vent me from not only running, but also
swimming and biking. As much as I want
to get back out onto the roads and resume
running, I have to be smart about pushing
my body too far. I have already completed
multiple half marathons, so I know how
much preparation is necessary for success,
and I have spent countless hours on a sta
tionary bike as an alternative to running
through injuries, but I have never attempt
ed to swim 1.2 miles
For the moment I have put plans for a
spring ’09 marathon on the backburner in
an attempt to adequately prepare for the
Ironman. My girlfriend is studying abroad
in Paris next semester and the dates I am
visiting did not quite line up with the Paris
Marathon, so I may just wait until next fall.
And besides, do I really want to waste a
few days of my spring vacation running
and hardly being able to walk?
As much as I miss daily runs, I am
excited to experience the types of chal
lenges training for an Ironman will bring. I
realize that it sounds insane to keep push
ing and pushing my body, but I enjoy it
because it’s something new and exciting.

Ritter fired a header that missed wide. The
match looked to be on its way to sudden
death overtime.
All worries of sudden death vanished
when junior back Bryan Minogue scored
his first career goal with 1:23 remaining in
the second half to lead the Providence
College Men’s Soccer Team to a 2-1 victo
ry over Villanova.
This was the Friars’ second consecutive
win following their victory over the
Pittsburgh Panthers on Senior Day at Glay
Field, on Saturday, Nov. 1. The win earned
a Big East Championship first round home
match. The first half versus the Panthers
went scoreless and looked to be an
inevitable tie until two sophomores helped
make Senior Day end with a victory. Alex
Redding scored his first goal of the season
in the 76th minute. Just 16 seconds later,
classmate Andrew Sousa also scored his
first of the season to give the Friars a twogoal cushion. Ritter sealed the shutout vic
tory with the team’s third goal in the 89th
minute. Ritter was involved in all three
goals as he also tallied two assists.
With the Friars’ victory over Villanova,
Providence earned its ninth win of the sea
son and will advance to the quarterfinals to
play third-ranked St. John’s on Saturday,
Nov. 8 at 7:00 p.m., in Jamaica, N.Y. The
Friars were defeated by the Red Storm on
an 86th minute penalty kick back on Sept.
28, which gave St. John’s the 1-0 victory.
The Friars will look for revenge on the
Red Storm for their earlier meeting this
year. They will also look to pay back St.
John’s for their semifinal loss in the 2006
Big East Tournament Championship. If the
Friars can advance past St John’s on
Saturday night, it will end a 12-game win
less streak against the Red Storm dating
back to 1996 (0-10-2).

Men's Basketball

vs. Slippery

Rock
Saturday,
Nov. 8 at

the Dunk at 7:00
Men's Hockey vs.

Vermont
Friday, Nov. 7 at
7:00 in Schneider

Arena
Doors Open at

6:00
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Volleyball Team to Honor
Five at Senior Day
by

John Butler ’ll
Sports Editor

The Providence College Volleyball
Team went 1-2 at the NJIT Halloween
Classic on Friday, Oct. 31, and Saturday,
Nov. 1. Though the Friars dropped two
close matches against NJIT and
Howard, they picked up their first win
of the season against in-state rival
Bryant with a clean sweep.
“I’m absolutely pleased with the way
we played over the weekend,” said Friars
Head Coach Margot Royer. “We beat
Bryant in three games and that was one of
our goals. . .We played with enthusiasm
and intensity.”
These
characters
have
marked
Providence’s play all season, and are a
major reason that the Friars stand a solid
14-15 on the season which has seen the
quality of opponents increase dramatically
from years past.
“The team asked me to devise a tougher
schedule because they felt like they were a
competitive team,” said Royer. “They have
shown that they can stand up to a challenge,
and.. .the fans tell us that this is a much bet
ter team than in years past.”
Indeed, quality wins over Holy Cross,
Chicago State, and Sacred Heart, along
with the Friars’ most recent victory over
Bryant demonstrate that the 2008 squad is
a force to be reckoned with.
Although the box score showed a 3-1
outcome, the Friars’ play against Howard
on Saturday, Nov. 1 was very competitive.
Howard managed to eek out the win with
scores of 21-25, 27-25, 25-21, and 25-15.
“The loss to Howard was a low point,” said
Royer, “but I think we played well enough to
win. It was a real disappointment.”
The seniors led the Providence charge

with senior Elizabeth Flynn notching 17
kills and a .343 hitting percentage, and
senior Kelly Krahenbuhl notching 14 digs.
The Flynn-Krahenbuhl tandem has
wreaked havoc on Providence’s opponents
this season, and as their time at Providence
draws to a close, they will leave big shoes
to fill.
Flynn has spent the majority of the sea
son in the national top 10 for hitting per
centage, and Krahenbuhl’s on-the-court
leadership as libero has been instrumental
to the Friars’ success.
But they have not had to shoulder the
load by themselves. Seniors Sara Sheehan
and Jeanette Toney were the driving forces
behind Providence’s sweep of Bryant with
scores of 25-16, 25-18, and 25-21.
Twenty-eight assists and ten digs for
Sheehan were good for a double-double,
and Toney notched seven digs and eight
blocks.
But individual achievements ought not
to obscure the overall success that the 2008
team has had.
“This team has been playing together,
many of them, since their freshman year,”
said Royer, “and this has given them a
good dynamic to work with.”
At the heart of the team has been senior
Aida Cadres, who had eight digs against
NJIT on Friday, Oct. 31.
“She is the heart and soul of this team,”
said Royer. “She’s very vocal on the court.
. .She’s this team’s spark.”
And as Senior Day draws near on
Saturday, Nov. 8, against Quinnipiac, that
spark is kindling the flame of competition
in Friartown. Play is slated to begin at 1:00
p.m. in the Mullaney Gymnasium.

Your favorite professors, faculty,
and staff members want to buy
or make you dinner!

MEAL AUCTION
Wednesday! Nov. 11

at 7:00 pm in McPhail’s
Bid on a meal with your favorite professor,
faculty, or staff member and support Team KOLA
in their quest to rebuild New Orleans after
Hurricane Katrina!

Check out our Facebook event for a complete list
of participating professors, faculty, and staff!

FIELD HOCKEY: Big East
Tournament this Weekend
continued from back page
Holden finishes her career with an
impressive 15 goals and 16 assists. In 2007
she was named twice to the Big East
Offensive Honor Roll.
Ciarcia was a crucial piece of the defen
sive unit and in 2005 received the
Mountain Climber Award, as the team’s
most improved player.
Komfeld is a Big East Academic AllStar and has earned NFHCA Divison I
National Academic Squad Honors.
Lane, an offensive player, has been part
of the starting line-up since her sophomore
year, has made a huge impact on the Friar
scoring effort. She finishes her regular
season career with seven goals and 27
assists. In 2007, Lane earned Second-Team
All-Big East honors and First-Team
NFHCA Division I All-Northeast Region
accolades. Among other awards, she was
one of four Friars to be named to the Big
East All-Tournament Team.
“The girls are all very full of personali
ty and each has their own unique personal
ities,” said Madl. “Each one of them makes
a daily impact on the team in their own
way.”
The talent of this year’s senior class is
immense and deep, spanning from the field
all the way into the classroom.
Over the years, Madl has had the
honor of coaching the girls and has wit

nessed their development, both on and
off the field.
“That’s the exciting part about being a
coach,” said Madl. “Over the four years,
you get to watch them grow on and off
the field.”
For the seniors and the rest of the
team, they will have one more opportu
nity to prove themselves as one of the
best teams in the Big East. On Saturday,
Nov. 8 the Friars will compete in the
semifinals of the Big East tournament.
Competing in the Big East is nothing
new for the Friars as this is the third
consecutive season that Providence
heads to the tournament. However, it
marks the first time the Friars have
made three straight appearances at the
tournament since the 1996-98 campaign.
This year, Providence enters the tour
nament as the No. 4 seed and will play
top-seeded Syracuse at 1:00 p.m. If
Providence is successful on Saturday,
they will advance to the Big East
Championship Game at 1:00 p.m. on
Sunday, Nov. 9. The winner of the 2008
Big East Championship will earn the
league’s automatic berth to the NCAA
Division I Field Hockey Championship,
where they will have the chance to bat
tle for the national title.

BASKETBALL: Exhibition
Game Shows Team’s Potential
continued from back page
“In practice it’s hard to simulate game
play, so for today to be able to get out in
front of a crowd for the first game of the
season, it’s good to see the shots fall,” said
Kale. “We just have to go a little harder in
practice so when the season starts we’re
playing hard.”
Going hard at practice is something that
both coach and players can agree on.
“It’s something we’ll try and remedy
when practice starts again on Monday. On
nights when we don’t shoot as well we have
to find other ways to win,” said Davis.
That ought not to be a difficult task for
the Friars, who have shown a real capacity
to roll with the punches and adapt in order
to play to the fullest extent.
The Friars will host Slippery Rock in
their final exhibition game on Saturday,
Nov. 8. The Friars still have plenty of time
to prepare for their Big East campaign
which does not kick-off until Dec. 31
against St. John’s.

JOHN VAGHI ’10/The Cowl

Senior Jon Kale led the Friars with 15
points and 9 rebounds against Ottawa.
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Providence Defense Preserves Tie Against Boston
by Al Daniel ’ll
Sports Staff

The Providence College Women’s
Hockey Team outlined an array of disci
plines and distractions in its lone engage
ment last weekend at Boston University.
First, a rigorous matheWOMEN’S
matics lesson. Shielding a
HOCKEY
3-2 lead in the third peri
od, the Friars invited the
Terriers into their end
with five unanswered penalties and conse
quently endured a disproportionate shot
count of 18-1 in Boston’s favor, in the final
fifteen minutes of regulation. But senior
goaltender Danielle Ciarletta pushed away
17 of those bids, only defaulting with 11
seconds to spare, when Gina Kearns drew
a 3-3 knot to force overtime.
Second, a helping of nail-biting suspense,
through a shootout, necessitated when the
five-minute bonus round failed to produce a
winner. The likes of freshmen Laura
Veharanta and Ashley Cottrell,who earlier
in the season took a penalty shot in regula
tion time against St. Lawrence, but equally
nifty conversions from Melissa Anderson,
Tara Watchom, and Erin Seman tipped the
scale in favor of the Terriers, who skated off
with the win and a 4-0 transcript in league
action.
Still, 17 crucial shots saved on

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Freshman Kate Bacon scored her second goal of the season on a power play
against Boston University on Saturday, Nov. 1.

Ciarletta’s part ultimately meant a point
saved for the Friars in the standings. Under
the Women’s Hockey East Association’s
slightly liberalized new system, their
shootout loss was good for a regulation tie.
And so, shuffling to the wing of compet

itive athletics’ philosophy, head coach Bob
Deraney took up a purely point-wellearned assessment.
“Our penalty kill was terrific, even
though we put ourselves in some tough sit
uations after we went ahead, 3-2,” he
granted. “But the players never gave
up...It basically took (BU) ten minutes of
power play for them to tie it. And that
shows how much we’re growing. I’d obvi
ously like to take fewer penalties, especial
ly in crucial times of the game, but we’ll
continue to work on that.”
“You can’t beat a good team like BU or
hold them off for that long, and we almost
did, which would have been miraculous,”
Deraney added. “We were one failed clear
away from winning it.”
That failed clear fell only after PC’s
penalty count had inflated from eight after
40 minutes to 13 after 60. Yet even with
exactly a dozen power play shots in the
closing frame alone, the Terriers’ chances

perpetually puffed out. Through Ciarletta’s
backstopping and all but boundless energy
in her penalty killing brigade, the pre
dictable parity between the contesting pro
grams was held intact even while the shot
discrepancy went from 20-18 in PC’s
favor, to 37-21 in BU’s favor, in a matter
of 15 minutes.
“There’s definitely a new commitment
to winning,” Deraney said of his team.
“You can see it in how determined we are
to get the puck out of [our] zone. There
were times when we cleared the puck over
them rather than try to shoot it around
them. There’s that little extra effort that
basically tells [the opposition] ‘Hey, no
matter what you do, you’re not gonna keep
this one in.’”
Although that resolve ultimately suc
cumbed on Saturday, and in effect cost his
team their shot at seizing the full two-point
package, Deraney took consolation in the
technical tie and the entertainment that
came with the shootout round.
“I thought there was some unbelievable
skill showcased on both ends,” he said.
“BU scored two, we scored two. Veharanta
and Cottrell’s moves [for our goals) were
absolutely outstanding and at the same
time the kids who scored for BU—
Anderson and Watchom—were outstand
ing. We had a chance to showcase the skill
of our game, and I think that’s really
important.
“When (the spectators) walked away
from there, I’m sure they were talking
about our two players and their two play
ers. Not just the game that went on but,
‘Wow! Did you see those moves?’ If you
get people to start talking about our game
outside the game, you’ll have a chance to
bring in bigger crowds.”
The growth motif, Deraney hopes and
exponentially asserts, is equally present in
the Friars’ overall development.
“We are a much better team than we
were two weeks ago,” he said. “We’ve
improved tremendously in a lot of different
areas, both in wanting to win and in our
commitment to winning.”

Fourth Place for Cross
Country at Big East
by

John Sessions ’12
Sports Staff

The Providence College Men’s and
Women’s Cross Country Teams both
boasted phenomenal performances at the
Big East Cross Country Championships on
Friday, Oct. 31. Both teams
earned fourth place in team
CROSS
overall standings as well as
COUNTRY
finishing the day with a
number of strong individual
efforts. The meet, held at Van Cortlandt
Park in the Bronx, N.Y., saw the men’s
team earn 89 points, while the women’s
team recorded 123 points. Altogether, it
was a proud day to be a Friar.
On the men’s side, Providence was paced
by
sophomore
David
McCarthy.
McCarthy finished third in the field with a
time of 24:25. He was also the first soph
omore in the field of 14 teams to cross the
finish line. Following McCarthy was sen
ior Richard Yeates who finished 15th indi
vidually with a time of 25:02. Both
McCarthy and Yeates earned All-Big East
honors for placing among the top-15 in the
individual standings at the event. Junior
Hayden McLaren crossed the finish line
with a time of 25:06, earning 16th place
overall. Rounding out the list of
Providence’s individual scorers in the
Bronx were junior Michael Anderson and
up-and-coming
freshman
Dominic
Channon. Anderson placed 25th (25:23),
while Channon finished in 30th place
(25:30). The Friars have finished fourth or
better in the Big East team standings 28
times in the men’s program’s distinguished
history. The men’s program has compiled
an impressive 15 Big East team titles over
all, with the last coming in 2006. Last sea
son, the Friars placed third at the Big East
Championship.

On the women’s side, the Friars were led
individually by senior Danette Doetzel.
Doetzel finished sixth overall with a time
of 20:43. For her efforts, she earned All
Big East honors for the third-consecutive
time in her illustrious career. Following
Doetzel’s strong performance, junior
Krystal Douglas was the second Friar to
cross the finish line with a time of 21:19,
finishing 23rd overall. Rounding out the
team’s finishers was senior Katie
DiCamillo, who placed 27th (21:28), fol
lowed by junior Breffini Twohig who fin
ished 31st overall (21:31). Freshman Mary
Kate Champagne also had a strong showing
at her first ever conference championship.
Providence’s fourth-place finish marks the
24th time in the women’s program’s history
that the Friars finished among the top four
teams at the Big East Conference
Championship. The Friars now own five Big
East team titles overall, with the last coming
during the 2006 campaign. Last year, the
Friars placed second at the championship.
With a fourth place showing this year, both
the men’s and women’s teams certainly look
to hang around the top of the premier Big
East Conference for a long time.
Certainly, both the Men’s and Women’s
Cross Country Teams will rely on this
leadership when they travel back to Van
Cortlandt Park in Bronx, N.Y. this
Saturday for the NCAA Northeast
Regional Championship.
The top two
teams in both the men’s and women’s divi
sions at the Northeast Regionals will auto
matically qualify for the NCAA
Championships on Monday, Nov. 24. All
eyes are on the Friars as they look to
extend their season in hopes of reaching
Cross Country National Championships.
Indeed, with the balance of leadership, tal
ent, and competitiveness that has motivat
ed them all season, this goal is indeed a
practical one.
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Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to

hear from you! Just e-mail your questions
either about PC sports or sports in general to
cowlsports@gmail.com, and we’ll do our
best to answer them—and stir up a little

debate if we can!
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Sports: A Rare Certainty
in an Uncertain World
by

Thanks,
The Cowl Sports Staff

The BCS title game seems to be any team’s to win, especially after a week in
which No. 1 Texas was upset by No. 7 Texas Tech.
Which two teams will contend for the college title?

The college football season is in its final
stretches and the chaos is just beginning.
No. 1 Texas was upset this past weekend,
putting Alabama, Texas Tech, and Penn
State in a position to play for the BCS
National Championship. The problem for
Alabama and Texas Tech is in the daunting
tasks that lie ahead of them. Texas Tech
faces No. 9 Oklahoma State at home this
week, and then travels to No. 6 Oklahoma
in two weeks. Alabama plays No. 16 LSU
in an emotionally charged game in Baton
Rogue this weekend. Surviving the regular
season undefeated guarantees nothing
since both would have to win their confer
ence championship games to clinch a spot
in the BCS Championship game.
Compared to the other two, Penn State
has a relatively easy road ahead. Of their
three remaining games, No. 18 Michigan
State is the only ranked opponent and the
other two, Iowa and Indiana, have losing
Big 10 records. Additionally, there is no
potential for an upset in the conference
championship game because none exists
in the Big 10. Finishing the season unde
feated would presumably put the Nittany
Lions in the BCS Championship, assum
ing either Alabama or Texas Tech falls.
Who might Penn State face in the cham
pionship? Look no further than Tim
Tebow and the Florida Gators. Following
their loss at home to Ole Miss, Mr. Tebow
promised the Gators would work harder
than any team in the nation. Thus far, he
and his teammates have proved that, dom
inating their opponents on both sides of
the ball. Winning their last three games
and beating Alabama in the SEC
Championship should allow them to
leapfrog Texas in the BCS standings. A
loss by Texas Tech would allow Florida to
play Penn State, and if so, expect the SEC
to dominate the Big 10 for the third
straight year.

- Chris Crawford ’10

Since the inception of the BCS in 1998,
predicting the teams appearing in the nation
al championship has been an inexact science.
Parity in college football over the past decade
has turned the BCS standings into mayhem
leading to a fair share of controversial title
game participants. Last year the top two
teams in the nation both lost in consecutive
weeks to end the season, thus jumbling the
polls. This being said, the only thing pre
dictable about the BCS in the final four weeks
of the regular season will be its inherent
unpredictability. Despite a heartbreaking loss
Saturday
night
to
in-state
rival
Texas Tech, the Texas Longhorns are posi
tioned perfectly to take on Penn State in this
year’s
national
championship.
One specific formula typically plays itself out
when determining who will play for college
football’s ultimate prize; lose sooner rather than
later. Alabama and Texas Tech currently sit atop
the BCS standings, but both have losable games
remaining. Alabama has to travel to LSU and has
a likely date versus Florida in the SEC title game.
Texas Tech must play Oklahoma and
Oklahoma State, both top ten ranked teams.
Meanwhile, Texas plays a far easier schedule
with Kansas, Baylor, Arkansas and Texas A&M.
Don’t overlook Longhorn head coach Mack
Brown either. He has experience leading a team
to a national title, doing so in 05-06 by defeating
USC in the Rose Bowl. Texas also boasts one of
the top offenses in the country with QB Colt
McCoy along with stellar wide-outs Jordan
Shipley
and
Quan
Cosby.
Penn State also has a favorable schedule
down the stretch, playing Iowa, Indiana, and
Michigan State in a mediocre Big 10. The
Nittany Lions will not have to play in a con
ference championship game, and are ensured
the Big 10 title barring a late season collapse.
Head coach Joe Patemo is no stranger to suc
cess on the gridiron either, leading Penn State
to two national titles during his tenure. Look
for Patemo, at age 81, to go for the national
championship hat trick against Texas in
Miami this January.
-Anthony Valentino ’09

Ryan Holt ’09
Sports Staff

You know, it’s so strange to be writing
about sports at a time like this. Just a few
days ago we elected a new president and a
new congress. Some of us are happy, oth
ers are not. But regardless of
you together.
voted for, And
we’reno,
all
OPINION who
coming

I’m not talking about rally
ing around the new leader
ship; I’m talking, of course, about sports.
Sports have been one of the few things
that brings so many Americans together.
We cheer together as a school, city, state,
region, or in the Olympics, as a nation.
Political persuasions, socio-economic status, race, religion, and gender all aside, we
come together through our favorite
schools, teams and athletes.
What if you don’t like the same teams?
We come together for love of the games,
competition, and athleticism. As a die-hard
Yankee fan, I have so many family mem
bers and good friends who are huge back
ers of the Red Sox, my mother included.
As a life-long Friar fan, I have friends who
root for URI or BC, or even UConn. To
me, the disagreement makes it fun and
adds to the rivalry. Sure, there may be a lit
tle tension during the games themselves,
but in the end we come together, one of us
with bragging rights.
This is generally the same for people all
over this country. We put aside our differ
ences, sit down, grab some snacks and
some of our favorite beverages, and watch
the game. How American is that?
Sports have been one of the few consis
tencies in a world where so much is uncer
tain. Be it war or peace, there’s always a

game. It is how we celebrate, how we heal,
even how we mourn.
The Friars will play Slippery Rock on
Saturday, the Pats will play on Sunday, and
the baseball season will be here before you
know it, regardless of the outcomes of
Election Day. Be it our best times or our
worst, sports and competition have always
persevered.
World War I, the Great Depression,
World War II, Vietnam, and 9/11: all tough
times in American history, but all are times
where we as a nation have survived and
moved forward. As a nation, we came
together, many of us through sports.
Remember all those flags that first
Sunday football resumed after 9/11, or
how about President Bush’s first pitch in
Game 3 of the 2001 World Series at
Yankee Stadium? We came together not as
fans, but as Americans.
This is why I love sports; this is why I
cover sports. Those who know me know I
am a very political person. Sports, I tell peo
ple who ask, keep me sane. Not only do I
appreciate athleticism and enjoy competi
tion, but I like the camaraderie with my fel
low fans, whether or not we support the
same team. I am fascinated with their abili
ty to bring so many diverse people, even in
the worst of times, together.
So, when the traumatic occurs, relax.
Life will continue. In spite of promised
change are promised, there are some things
that will always stay the same. No matter
who you chose to vote for President, there
will be a game for you to watch this week
end.

Tune into 91.3 FM WDOM on Tuesdays
at 4:00p.m. to hear Ryan Holt live. Email
Ryan at rholt@providence.edu .

Spring Break 2009
Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go Free.
Call for Group Discounts.
Best Prices Guaranteed! Best Parties!
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida.
For More Information or Reservations, contact:
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

Men’s Swim Picks Up Second Consecutive Victory
by Alexis Smith
Sports Staff

’12

The Providence College Swimming and
Diving Team faced Fairfield University,
one of the Friars’ biggest rivals, in a meet
on Saturday, Nov. 1.
The Friar men pulled
SWIM &
through again with a 174DIVE
126 win over Fairfield, and
the Friar women came
second to Fairfield, but with their highest
score of the session, 182-112.
There was a total of 28 first, second, and
third place finishes from the men, and 20
from the women.
“Coach John O’Neill gets so excited for
the Fairfield meet every year,” said sopho
more Alexis Fatigati. “We all thought we
could do well and felt like we had a really
good chance to swim well.”
Fatigati earned second in the women’s
200-meter freestyle with a time of 2:14.62
and helped her team in the 400-meter
freestyle relay which also won second.
“I just relax the night before, listen to
my iPod on the way there, and try not to
think about it too much. If I do I psych
myself out,” Fatigati said.
“They swam much better than this time
last year.” said Coach John O’Neill of the
Friar’s competition against Fairfield this year
versus last year. “We raced them tough.”
And the stats sheet proves this. In every
race, with the exception of one, the Friars
earned either a first, second, or third place.
In some cases Providence swam away
with all three first place spots. The men’s

courtesy of sports info

Junior Mathew Card had a stellar performance against Fairfield, as he racked up
three first place finishes and a Big East qualifying time.

100-meter backstroke was dominated by
senior Ryan Clack, freshman John Evans,
and sophomore Greg Cello, in that order.
Also, the men 100-meter freestyle, the
men’s 200-meter backstroke, and the
men’s 100-meter butterfly events were
clean sweeps for PC.
The PC divers didn’t disappoint either.
The women, junior Ryann Dillon and
freshman Mel Dubois, came away with
first and second in the first round women’s
one meter diving and second and third in

the second round.
Sophomore Jimmy Cebulski earned sec
ond in the first round men’s one meter div
ing with 146.10 points.
“We knew going in we wanted to win
and we all upped-the-ante this year in
training and it paid off,” said junior Mike
Loftis. “We did what we had to do.”
Loftis had great swims contributing to a
first place win in both the men’s 200-meter
medley relay and the men’s 400-meter
freestyle relay. He also earned second in

both the men’s 50 meter freestyle with a
time of 25.16 and the men’s 100-meter
freestyle with a time of 55.54.
“I am ahead of where I was last year so
the future results should be pretty good.;’
said Loftis.
Junior Mathew Card again had a great
meet, coming away with a Big East quali
fying time and three first place swims.
In the men’s 100-meter butterfly, fresh
man Collin Casciano missed the Big East
cut time by milliseconds but still earned
first. That just means that the PC swim
team is on the road to success.
“The emotion of the men’s meet was
great,” O’Neill said. “There were a lot of
good races.”
“It was a victorious meet,” said Loftis. “As
a team we are going for it. All our opponents
should beware of the wet bandits.”
Loftis also added, “Coach O’Neill
is a genius.”
The swim team has a lot of faith in
Coach O’Neill, which is probably the rea
son they are pulling off such great swims.
“Everyone did a great job and we tried
our best,” said Fatigati. “If some of the
women’s events went in our favor it would
have been a totally different meet.”
Overall it went well and it showed how
well the PC Swim Team can perform. It all
adds up to the Big East, which is the long
term goal.
The next meet for the team will be
Saturday, Nov. 8, in Kingston, RI, at 1:00
p.m., against the University of Rhode
Island and Montclair State University.
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Men’s Hockey Looks to Rebound from UMass Series
by

seniors, but we are back at the drawing
board and looking to alleviate it.”
“We have a lot of underclassmen play
ing a lot of minutes and sometimes that
prevents you from having a fast start,” said
MacKinnon. “Most games we play a good
period or good couple periods and we need
to be consistent, but as the younger guys
develop and the older guys step up we’ll
get ourselves turned around.”
The Friars are not lacking in skill, and
once they regain their focus they are sure
to be a force to be reckoned with. They
will be back in action this weekend still
looking to find their groove as they host
Vermont on Friday, Nov. 7, at 7:00 p.m.,
and Notre Dame on Saturday, Nov. 8, at
7:00 p.m., in Schneider Arena.

Chris Mammen ’ll
Sports Staff

This week the Providence College
Men’s Hockey Team dropped to 2-4 over
all, losing both games of a two game set
against UMass Amherst. On Friday, Oct.
31, the Friars traveled to
MEN’S Amherst and, despite playHOCKEY ing well early, Amherst ral
lied to pull out a command
ing 9-4 victory. On Saturday,
Nov. 1, the Friars hosted Amherst and
though the venue had changed, the result
did not, with Amherst beating PC handily,
5-1.
“Both games were microcosms of our
Hockey East games overall,” said Head
Coach Tim Army. “There are good
moments, but not enough. We do well and
then make some mistakes, some unforced
errors, or we fall asleep for a bit and the
whole momentum of the game changes.
They are a good team but they took advan
tage of what we gave them and we made it
much too easy.”
The Friars were still looking for their
first Hockey East win on Saturday and
squared off against the Minutemen for the
second night in a row. Though playing
UMass to a 0-0 stalemate into the second
period, the Minutemen struck with two
quick power-play goals to take a 2-0 lead.
It was not until UMass had a 3-0 lead
late in the second period that the Friars
managed to get on the scoreboard when
sophomore Matt Germain tallied his first
goal of the season and brought the score to
3-1. The Minutemen tacked on one more
goal in the second and put the Friars away
for good in the third with their fifth goal of
the game. Senior Chris Mannix and fresh
man Justin Gates combined for 26 saves.
Junior Dave Cavanagh has confidence
in his team’s ability but knows they
haven’t found their stride yet.
“We need to find a level of consistency
and just keep playing hard; pay attention to
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Sophomore Matt Germain scored the Friars’ lone goal and his first goal of the
season against UMass on Saturday, Nov. 1. Germain also has an assist for the
Friars this season.
the little things in practice and during
games and we will find our way,” he said.
On Halloween, the Friars visited
Amherst looking to celebrate the holi
day with a victory and get themselves on
the right track for the season. Early on it
looked like they might just do it, jump
ing out to 2-0 lead with less than nine
minutes gone in the first period, with
goals from junior John Cavanagh and
sophomore Ian O’Connor.
The latter half of the period belonged to
the Minutemen as they came storming
back with three consecutive goals in the
last 6:29 of the period. The Friars came
back from the first intermission strong.
Just 2:28 into the second, sophomore
Austin Mayer set up senior Nick

Mazzolini who blasted a shot past the
Amherst goalie to even the score at 3-3.
Freshman Andy Balysky gave the Friars
the lead, slipping a feed from sophomore
Kyle MacKinnon into the net, for his first
PC career goal.
The rest of the game was dominated by
the Minutemen. They scored six unan
swered goals, including two within 12 sec
onds of each other. The Friars fell asleep at
the wheel and made mistakes, which
UMass capitalized on.
“We know better than to make the mis
takes that we are making; they are costing
us right now and the consistency just isn’t
there yet,” said Army. “There are recurring
problems at the wrong times which have
plagued our entire team, from freshman to

LIVE BETTER in
Apartments from
WWW.PROVIDENCEPLACES.COM:
Many 3 -12 bed recently
renovated apartments and full
houses available. Houses on
Oakland, Pembroke, Eaton,
Pinehurst, and Tyndall. Most
have new Bathrooms, new
Kitchens, shiny Hardwood
floors, Parking and Laundry.
Many also have phone, cable,
and high speed internet
connections in every room.
Check out pictures on our web
site or call 401-952-0966 for
more details.
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Providence Friars Advance to Big East Quarterfinals
Beats Ottawa
in Exhibition
by

by

John Butler ’ll and
Mollie Quinn ’09

The Providence College Men’s Basketball
Team returned to action for the first exhibi
tion game of the 2008-09 season on Saturday,
Nov. 1. The Friars hosted Ottawa in a contest
where three-pointers were
MEN’S hard to come by, but
HOOPS Providence earned a decisive
85-57 victory.
—
PC dominated the stats sheet in all cat
egories, including 49 points from the
bench in a game where 14 different play
ers saw playing time. And while the team
showed a great deal of potential, there is
still work to be done before the regular
season begins.
“I think you see a team that’s only prac
ticed a couple weeks,” said Friars Head
Coach Keno Davis. “You don’t want to be
set in stone with your lineups this early.”
The exhibition marked the long-awaited
return of junior guard Sharaud Curry, who
played just eight minutes last season due to
a foot injury. In 15 minutes on the floor
against Ottawa, Curry returned to the helm
of the Friar offense and notched two
rebounds, but the goal was for Curry to get
reacquainted with game play.
“We wanted to let him [Curry] get his
feet wet and no matter how good he felt,
we were gonna sit him the second half,”
said Davis. “We’ll give him a couple days
to rest. It’s gonna be a marathon for us. I
don’t need him to extend himself today.”
And while the plan hinged on easing
back into game play, Curry seemed to be
raring to go, as he gave the crowd a scare
in the first half when he went diving into
the crowd in an attempt to save the ball
from going out of bounds.
Providence made use of man-to-man
defense throughout the night, which
proved able to contain the Ottawa attack.
And while the Friar big men accrued a
total of 35 defensive rebounds, there is still
work to be done, according to Davis.
“[I’m] not happy with the rebounding so
far,” said Davis. “We need to instill some
of the intensity that we need to be a great
rebounding team.”
If his performance against Ottawa is any
indication of things to come, that intensity
is made manifest in the person of senior
forward Jon Kale. Kale led the Friars with
15 points and nine rebounds in 23 minutes,
and his hard-nosed play set the Providence
offense ablaze on more than one occasion
against Ottawa.
“I’m just trying to make the most of my
minutes. My game is playing hard and
doing the dirty work,” said Kale. “[The
offense] keeps everybody moving, there’s
a bunch of options for every play. It’s an
opportunity-type offense.”
True, the offense held its own, with four
players scoring in double digits, a 64.3 per
centage from the charity stripe, and a 27point margin of victory. But a lowly 1-22
in three-point attempts marred an other
wise fine offensive display.
Senior guard Weyinmi Efejuku finally
sunk a shot from three-point land with 5:43
remaining in the second half. Although the
long shot was not with the Friars in their
first exhibition, Davis remains optimistic
and confident in the abilities of his team,
which has prided itself on shooting per
centage in the past.
“The best thing about our shooting is
that the stats don’t count for an exhibition
game,” said Davis. “So they’re looking at
a clean slate. We’re a very good shooting
team. All our stats at practice have shoot
ing at a high percentage.”
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Chris Torello ’ll
Sports Staff

The Providence College Men’s Soccer
Team hosted the Villanova Wildcats in the
first round of the Big East Championship
Tournament on Wednesday, Nov. 5. The
Friars now stand at 8-6-3 (5MEN’S 5-1 Big East). There was a
SOCCER nice crowd supporting both
teams as they tried to
advance the quarterfinals of the tourna
ment. There was an electrifying support
from Friar fans both sitting at the game or
from the nearby residence of Suites,
Bedford, and Davis Halls. At one point, a
fan from what appeared to be the fourth
floor window of Suites began a “Let’s Go
Friars” chant. It was obvious that the stu
dents knew just how important this game
was for the Men’s Soccer Team.
The Friars opened the scoring in the
38th minute when senior Ryan Maduro
played a cross to the near post and junior
Tim Ritter was able to redirect the ball
with the top of his head and into the net for
his team-leading fifth goal of the season.
The Wildcats responded with 52 seconds
left in the first half when Providence sen
ior goalkeeper Timothy Murray came off
his line and made a diving effort in an
attempt to knock away a ball in the box.
However, the ball bounced off his body
and the Wildcats were able to gain posses
sion of it 18 yards from the goal. The
Villanova player, Michael Seamon, shot
the ball into the lower right comer of the
net to even the score at 1-1.
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Sophomore Alex Redding scored the Friars’ first goal against Pittsburgh on
Saturday, Nov. 1. The score was Redding’s first of the season.
Both teams would have chances in the
second half as they traded close calls.
Villanova just missed taking the lead in
the 65th minute when a player’s shot hit
the upper left goal post. The Friars provid
ed their own head shakers when in the
68th minute, senior Michael Narciso beat

a defender to the ball, before ripping a shot
from 20 yards out, but a diving save was
made by the Villanova goalie as he extend
ed his left hand out enough to knock the
ball away. On the ensuing comer kick,
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Friars Prevail in Overtime Thriller
by

Mollie Quinn ’09
Sports Editor

For a senior athlete who has dedicated
four years to the program, there is no bet
ter way to end your career then with a
hard-fought,
home-field
victory.
Furthermore, it seems only
FIELD fitting that a senior would
HOCKEY score the winning goal in
overtime
play.
For senior Meghan Holden and her three
classmates, this was just the case on
Saturday, Nov. 1, as the Friars defeated
University of Massachusetts, 3-2, in over
time. Senior Meghan Holden tallied her
second goal of the season to win the game
with 6:36 left in the extra session. The
Friars finished their regular season 12-8,
while Massachusetts had its seven-game
win streak snapped and falls to 14-4.
“Going into the game everyone was
determined and motivated to make it a win
for the seniors,” said Holden. “Scoring the
winning goal was exciting for me, but it
was definitely a team-effort. I was just in
the right place at the right time.”
In the first half, the Friars took a 1-0 lead
just 11:23 into the game as junior Nellie Poulin
tipped in a pass from sophomore Ashlyn
Hudson at the left post. Scoring for the Friars
has been Poulin’s top priority this season as
this marks her 16th goal of the season.
UMass answered back at 26:10 to even
the score, 1-1. However, Providence
regained the lead just two minutes and five
seconds later as Hudson scored for the
eighth time this season. Hudson was able
to complete the goal unassisted as she
gathered the ball in front of the cage off a
rebound and pushed it across the goal line.
In the second half, the Friars gave up
one last goal to the Minutewomen. After
being awarded a penalty stroke, UMass put
the ball in the back of the cage in the 48th
minute of play, tying the game, 2-2. The
Friar attack produced several opportunities
to score the go-ahead goal during regula
tion time, but unfortunately the UMass
goalkeeper kept the Friars out of the net,
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Field Hockey seniors Ali Kornfeld, Meghan Holden, Maggie Ciarcia, and Jessica
Lane have been crucial components of the Friars’ success since 2005. Holden
scored the game-winning goal against UMass on Saturday, Nov. 1.
forcing the game into overtime.
“In the second half, the shots just didn’t
fall and they had a really quality goalkeep
er,” said Head Coach Diane Madl.
“Luckily, we played with a really good
tempo that carried us into overtime.”
Before heading into the UMass game
the Friars had ended two out of their 19
games with c ime play. Boasting a 1-1
OT record, Providence had the confidence
they needed to come out on top.
“This time we had they energy and talent,
along with confidence heading into over
time,” said Madl. “The coaching staff wasn’t
worried and the girls were ready.”
Despite having just completed a grueling
70 minutes of play, Holden describes the
intensity the Friars felt heading into overtime.
“We were all tired but managed to sup
press it and just worked off adrenaline,”

said Holden.”
The game finally came to an end in the
79th minute, with just 6:36 left in the over
time session, as Hudson fed Holden a pass
from the middle of the circle. In that cru
cial moment, Holden one-timed the pass
into the back of the cage for the win.
“I couldn’t think of a better way for her
[Holden] to finish off her la'st home game,”
said Madl, “and for all the seniors it is nice
to send them off with a win.”
For the seniors, this win was bittersweet.
Although they were able to defeat their
opponent, Saturday’s game marks the last
time the girls will play on their home turf.
Along with Holden, Maggie Ciarcia, Ali
Kornfeld and Jessica Lane are the four
members of this year’s graduating class.
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